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THE LIBERTY BOYS' DRUM CORPS
OR,
\

Fighting for the Starry . Flag.
By HARRY MOORE.

•
CHAPTER I.
BOB'S ORIGINAL IDEA.

"Say, Dick."
"What, Bob?"
"I've thought of something."
"Have you?"
"Yes."
"What have you thought 0£, Bob?"
"A scheme that will be a big thing for the Liberty Boys,
I am sure."
"What is the scheme?"
"1'11 tell you. You kno·w that music has an enthusing
effect on people, don't you?"
"Yes, so it has."
"Music sometimes makes a fellow feel as if he ·could do
more than he otherwise could."
"I guess that is true."
"I think so; well, my plan is that we organize a drum
corps."
"A drum corps!"
"Yes; don't you think it a good plan?"
"Well, I don't know but I do; but who would beat the
drums? None of the boys know anything about it."
"No, but they could learn."
"So they could; but the trouble is that we have no
drums."
"There are plenty down in New York City."
"True; but how can we get them?"
"Why, go down there after them, of course."
"But the British have possession of the city, Bob. H ave
you forgotten that?"

"No."
'l"his conversation occurred on a beautiful morning in
SAptember of the yea't' 1776.
. rrhe battle of J;ong Island, the first battle fought in the
vicinity of New York, had been fought, and the patriots
had retreated across to the city, only to go from there up
to Harlem Heights. The British had then come over
to the city and taken possession, and this wa s the situation on the morning of which we write.
Standing on the edge of a bluff overlooking the Hudson
river; at the north edge of the patriot encampment, stood
two youths eighteen years of age.
'These boys were bright, handsome fellows, bronzed by
out-of-door life and exposure, and withal determined anu
intelligent to an unusual degree.
One of them was Dick Slater, the captain of a company
of young fellows of about his own age. This companyor its members, rather-was known as "The Liberty Boys
of '76."
Dick was already high in favor with General Washington,
on account of the fact that he had done some good work as
a scout and a spy.
The other youth was Bob Estabrook. He yvas a lifelong friend of Dick, an~ the two had lived within a quarter
of a mile of each other since early boyhood. Their .homes
were up in Westchester county, near Tarrytown.
They were standing there, as we have said, talking, and
Bob had suggested that a good thing to do would be fo
organize a drum corps among the Liberty Boys.
The trouble would be, as Dick had said, to get the
drums. The British had possession of New Yark City,
and it would be dangerous to attempt to secure drums.
Bob, however, was a youth who was aaways in for
)
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anything that promised excitement or Ii vely work. The
fact that the drums \rere to be had only down in the
city and that the British had possession, therefore, did
not worry him gre~1tly. Indeed , it made him all the
more satisfied with the scheme of getting up the drum
corps. The securing of the drums would be likely to
furnish some of .the Liberty Boys with lively work.
Dick, however, while no less brave, was more cautious
;rnd conservative. He did not believe in taking chances,
while Bob seldom sto_pped to take the odds against him
into consideration.
Still, the idea of organizing a c1rum corps among the
Liberty Boys appealed to Dick.
He beheved that it would be a good thing, if it could
be put through to a successful conc:lusion.
He well knew that music enthused soldiers, an<l that
they fought better when they had it to inspire lhcrn.
This was one thing in which the British had the a<lranlagr over the patriots. The i·egirncnts all had bands,
;•nd good ones, and they never had to march into action
without music to cheer them and nrgr them on.
While the Liberty Boys could not hope to have a band,
yet it would be possible for them lo have a c1rum corps;
and wlwn it <.:ame to using the music in battle the drum
·corp~ would be as effective as a band.
After a brief period of silence, during which time Dick
was thinking deeply, he sa iu:
"So you haven't forgotten that the British havp pos~e~~ion of the city, el1 ?"
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"Well, go along and do it, then; that's a good fellow."
Bob was eager and earnest about it, and Dick could _
not lielp smiling.
"I see y~u ha vc set your heart on having the drum
orpR, Bob,'' he said.
"l am)ree to say that I have, Dick."
"I believe you don' t care so much for having the drum
corps as for the fun, a" you call it, that you expeci to
havr while getting the drums."
"Maybe you are right, Dick."
''I am sure of it; well, to please you and--"
"Also to please yourself."
"Yes, to please myself as well, I will see General
Washington and ask his perrni:;sion to go down into the
city and make the att~mpt to secure the drums."
''Good for you, Dick ! .,
,
•
"How many drums will we want?"
"Oh, we will want hrenlj)', but I guess we will be able
t6 get qlong with five or six."
"Likely we will have to do so. "
"We will see about that when we go down to the city
to get the drums.''
•

They talked awhile longer, and then they went back to
the quarters occupied by the Liberty Boy,;.
Bob remain«l there, but Dick went to the house occu;
pied by General Washington, and told the orderly that he
wished to see the commander-in-chief.
''Wait here in the hall a few minutes ancl I will see
"Not a bit of it, Dick."
if he will see you," said the orderly.
'' An<l yoH think ,that in opite of this fact we might be
"Very well."
' ah le to get ~omc drnms :'"
'l'he ori!erly was back quickly, and he said that ,Gen"I think so."
eral \\' ai::hillglon 1rou ld sec the youth.
''It 11·ouk1 be clanf!«:rou::;.''
A .few moments later Djc:k stood in the great man·s
"Y c~, but there i~ danger in everything in these times." presence.
"That is true; but some thing,; are rriore dangerous
He :;aluted and wa~ greeted pleasantly, after which the
than otherH."
general ,;a itl:
·• l know that; bul what is the difference. Who cares
"What can I do for you, Dick?"
for danger, little or .big? The greater the danger the
"1 have come to ask a favor at your hands, your exmore the fun."
cellency," was the reply.
.-:
''I know that is the \Ya}' you look at it."
"What is it, Dick?"
"Well, ;;;o do you; you old rascal; but you aren't so
The youth told him in as few words as possible.
ready to acknowledge it as I am ."
The great man listened intently. When Dick had
"vrell, I don't know about that, Bob. I look at it this finished General Washington looked thoughtfully at the
way. That if it is necessary to go into danger I will floor.
go foarles~ and cheerfully; but I can't say that the greater
He pondered for a few moments, and then said:
thr danger the more fun I get out of it."
"I fear that there is more danger attached to this
"\Vell, ifs that ·way with me."
matter than you think for, Dick."
They talked awhile longer, and then Bob said :
"I don't know about tha.t, sir. '!'here will be danger
''Seriously, Dick, what do you think about. i.he idea of in getting the 9rums, but if we succeed and get them.
organizing a drum corps?"
then the drum corps will be of great help to us."
"I am willing, Bob. There doesn't seem to be anylhing
"Y~, that i:; true; and I approve of the idea."
"'Then you will give your consent, ~ir ?" eagerly.
to do here j Utit at present, and we might a~ well be doing
that a~ not."
"Yes; and wheu you are mal-:ing the attempt to secure
"You will have to ask leave 0£ the commander-in-chief, the .drums that you will need I want that you · shall.
make every possible attempt to secure information of the.
won't you?"
I
intentions of the British."
"Oh, yes."
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The youth's fnec brightened.
''We shall be 'only too glad to do that, sir," he
said.
"I know that, Dick; and it may be that you will be
' able to do sonrnthing ih that line."
''l hope so, your excellenCJ."
They talked awhile longer, and then Dick took his
leave,
.
When he got to the Liberty Btlys' quarters they looked
at him eagerly and inquiringly.
''What did he sny r" asked Boll, anxiously.
"He said that \Ve could make the aU<.'mpt to get the
drums and organize the drum corps, Bob."
"Hurrah! 'l'hat is 'what I wanted him to say."
"Yah dbt :is vat ve haf vanted him to say, alretty,"
said Carl Gookenspieler, a German member of the company.
"That is phwat Oi have been wanthin' 'im to say, begotra," said Pat.y Brannigah, the frish member.
rrhe other yot1ths all said the same. It was evident
that they wanted to be doing something if it was pos~
sible.
The yut1ths talked the n1atter owr and decided upon
their course of action.
"I think it is a good plart £or only a few of us to go
down to the city," said Dick; "if too many of us 1vete
to go we would be more likely to get into trot1ble than if
only a few were to go."
"How many of us are going, Dick?'' a ked Bob, presently.
"Oh, about half a dozen. Six will be a sufficient humber, I think."
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The others thought this n goocl plan.
"Where will we find a boat?" a~ked Sam Sanderson.
"There is one down at the river," said Dick. "I saw
it yesterday."
"Will it hold six?"
"Oh, yes, ancl ~ix clrnms, if we succeed in getting
them.''
"Well, \re must get the d1'1tms.;'
"We will try."
They talked the matter owt·, and it· \vas decided that
they wo1lld start down sobn aftet· daJ'k.
The day passed slowly to those who \Vete to i1rnke the
patty.
1

The others did not think so. much about it.

Soon after nightfall the six left the encnmptnent, \vent
down to the rirer and entered the boat and started clown
the Hudson.

CHAPTER II.
OETTING THE DRUMS.

''Pull slowly, boys! and don't make any mor(' noise than
you can help."
The six Liberty Boys had reach~d a point opposite the
north end of th_e city of ~ew York, and Dick had instntcted thoRe who were rowing to pull in toward the
shore.

"We will make a landing up here if possible,'; he i'aid;
"and theh we will slip into the city from the north. I
"Who will the six be, Dick?"
believe that will be the safest way."
·
"Well, I suppose that I will be one of the six."
The youths made no reply. It was their place to obey,
''Of course; you are the commander and have a right
and they did so. 'rhey headed the boat in toward the
to be· one of the party. And I think that I ought to be
shoi'e and pulled slowly and cautiously.
a me~ber, too, because I suggested the idea of organizing
It took quite awhile to reach sho1•e, but at last the
a drum corps."
boat's bow grated on the sand.
"Th.a.t is reasonable," said Mark Morrison; "I am
The youths stepped out, for they did not mind a little
willing to agree to that."
thing
like getting their feet wet, and seizing hold of the
Several o.f the youths said the same, and this pleased
boat,
they
pulled it up on the sand. 'rhen they tied the
Bob immensely.
painter
to
a bush, after which they moved cautiously up
When it had bet'n decided that Bob was to b!:' one of
•
the i111mbe1' Dick sttgge. ted that the other four be chosen on to the level ground.

It was quite dark, an<l tlw Liberty Boys were favored
in this respect. It would ~hield them from the sight of
This was agreed to by the rest.
A number of ~lips were placed in a hat, and the youths the British sentinels anrl enable them to slip past the
drew them out. The four who chew numbers one, two, redcoats.
three and four were to be the ones who were to _ go
They stole forward slowly and cautiously.
• with Dick and Bob.
They intended to try to enter the city at one of the
When this had been finished it was found that Mark Rtreets between Broadway and the river.
Once they were in the <'.'ity they could make their way
Morrison, ~am Sanderson,: Carl Gookenspieler and Patsy
anywhere
they liked'.
Brannigan had been the lucky ones.
•'When will we go clown to the city, and how·?" asked
Of course they would hti.ve to be very careful and not
Bob.
do anything to arouse suspicion in the minds of the red"I have a plan," said Dick; "it is that we go down in coats they might e11counter in the ~treets.
a boat."
It was not Dick's intention that they should stay to-
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gether, however. His plan was that they should separate,
and each make an attempt to secure a drum.
'I'hey managed to Rlip by the sentinel at the end of
one of the streets ancl entered the city, and when they had
done this Dick paused at a corner and told the youths
,.
'
what they were to do.
He told each one what kind of a drum he was to try
to secure, and instructed them to come back to that corner
by half past ten o'clock, if possible.
"You must not be later than eleven o'clock," he said.
They said they would remember and that they would
try to be on band.
Then they separated, each youth going in a different
direction.
Dick made his way toward Broadway.
He had some other work on hand besides that of securing a drum.
He had in mind General Washington's request that
he try to secure some information while in the city, and
he was going to put in a couple of hours at this.
He was soon walking along Broadway, then, as now,
the greatest street in the city.
Crowds were walking along, laughing, talking and enjoying an evening's outing. ,
T'he Liberty Boy, however, was not out for pleasure.
He wished to secure information that might be of value
to General Washington.
He was dressed in a rough suit of clothes, such as wa~
worn by farmers in those days ; in fact each of the six
Liberty Boys was dressed in thi s fashion. '
Whenever he came to a group of redcoats, there being
many such, Dick paused and listened to their comersation.
In this manner he picked up several items of information.
He learned that .the British .were thinking of coming
u-p and maki.n g an attack on the patriots at Harlem
Heights, but was unable to learn just when this would be·
done. Indeed, the soldiers 1.hem elves did not seem to
know.
It was something to know that this was to be done,
however; then all that was necessary was to keep a watch,
and when the redcoats advanced they would be seen in
time so that preparations could be made for their reception.
He was standing there listening to the talk of several
redcoats, when one happened to notice him, and became
suspicious.
"What do you mean by standing there listening to our
conversation?" be asked, striding forward and shaking a
finger at the youth.
The Liberty Boy pretendec;l to be surprised.
"What do you mean?" he asked. "I was not listening
to you."
"You lie, you young bound ! You know that you were
listening," said the redcoat.
Dick was not the youth to P.e rmit anyone to talk insolently to him-that is, under ordinary circumstances.

This was a different matter, however. He was in the city
where the British had full sway, and. would have to be.
very carefol. So, under the circumstances, he did not f_eel
that he was called upon to get himself: into trouble by
resenting the other's epithet, ·other than by remonstrance. '
"You are mistaken, sir," he said, mildly, but decidedly.
you. I may ' have .heard some of
"I was not listening
your conversation, but it was not don.e intentionally. I
have no interest in anything you m_ight say. I was think·
ing about something else."
But the soldier would not have it that way.
"I know that you are lying," he said, "and I more than
half suspect that you are a rebel spy."
He did not really suspect anything of the kind, but
he was naturally of a quarrelsome nature, ancli wanted an
excuse to pick fl quarrel.
"Me a rebel spy?" said Dick; "no, sir ! I am a. good
king's man."
"Bab! You are saying that to throw me off my guard.
But it won't work. . I am going to give you a thrashing to
1.each you not to stand around and gape at your betters
and lis~en to what they are talking about."
"That's right, Jim. Give the young cub -a thrashing,"
said one of his comrades. There were three of them, and
they had listened to the conversation with considerable interest.
"I am almost ashamed to strike such a country bumpkin," said the redcoat. "If he were only able to. protect
himself, enough, at least to make it interesting, then it
would not be so bad."
The Liberty Boy saw that he was not going to be able
to get away from there without having trouble with the
quarrelsome redcoat, so he made up his mind to give the
fellow a surprise.
"Yo.u need not have any fears on that score," ]1e said,
in re ' ponse to the redcoat's last words. "I am able to
take care of myself, and if your comrades will agree not
to interfere I will give you a thrashing."
To say that the redcoats were surprised is stating the
case very mildly. Dick spoke with such coolness and with
such calm confidence that they did not know what to
think. They decided that the youth was talking more to
hear himself talk than for any other reason, however, and
that he would not try to make his words good; so they
laughed hoarsely and ironically, while one said, sarcastically:
"I feel sorry for you, Jim! You are going to get a ,
good thrashing, sure."
The redcoat addressed as Jim laughed in a boisterous
fashion, and said:
"One might think so, boys, to hear the cub talk; but,
strange to say, I am not at all frightened."
"That is strange, sure enough," was the reply, followed
by more laughter.
"I would like if you ·would let me go without bothering me," said Dick. "You are mistaken in t~inking that
I was listening to your conversation/'

to
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"Trying to crawl out of it already, eh?" said the red, coat; "well, you can't do i~ Yous.aid that if my comrades
would agree not to interfere you would give me a thrashing; and they agree-eh, boys?"
"Yes!" in chorus.
"That settles it, then," laughed the redcoat. "You will
have to make your words good, young fellow-or try to,
rather. You will not be able to make them good."
"I have no quarrel with you, and I am not going to
attack you," said Dick; "but if you attack me I shall do
my best to make my words good. All I ask is that I
shall be permitted to go my way in peace when it is all
over."

"I agree to that," said. Jim. "If you can thrash me
you are entitled to go your way unmolested."
Then he attacked Dick without any more words.
.rt ·was easy to see that he supposed he would have an
easy time disposing of the youth.
He made the attack in careless fashion, as if he thong.ht
he would ~ave no trouble at all in administering a thrashing to the youth.
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determined to give the youth such a thrashing as he had
never had before.
'l'he two redcoats who had gone down with Jim were
angry enough to take a hand themselves, but they remembered they had promised that they would do
nothing of the kind and so kept back out of the way.
They encouraged their comrade, however.
"Go for him, Jim I" said one.
"Knock his head off!" from the other.
"That is just what I am going to do," said the redcoat.
He now made the attack, and was careful not to leave
himself open for another blow like the one he had received
before.
The only good this did was to delay his downfall a
few minutes. Dick had to work on the defensive until the
other had almost tired himself out-which he did without
rPceiving any punishment of moment-and then he took
the ,offensive and rained blows upon the redcoat. ·
The fel~ow retreated, in a. vain attempt to keep from
receiving any more blows, but was unsuccessful. Dick
presl'ntly landed a terrible blow. on the fellow's chin, knocking him down a s·~cond time.
'rhis time he lay still. The blow was one that was
dazing in its effect.

He quickly discovered his mistake, however. Dick Slater
was a wonderful fellow when it came to fighting with
·Nature's weapons. Few boys of his age, even in those
da s, when sparring was practiced by the majority of
. Again the spectators uttered exclamations. They were
young fellows, could have held their own with him.
more
surprised this time, if possible, than they had been the
The redcoat ' was given an unwelcome surprise very
first
time.
quickly.
·
The redcoat's three comrades were greatly surprised, also,
The Liberty Boy ducked, evaded, and warded off the
and they were chagr~ned as well. They had hoped to see
soldier's blows for awhile, and then suddenly sho.t out hi s
the youth receive the treatment he had accorded to them
fist. It caught the ~edcoat fair between the eyes, and so
on ly a few minutes before, and their disappointment was
great was the force of Dick's blow th11t his opponent was
great.
sent flying back against his comrades, and two of them
They knelt dawn by the side of their unconscious comwent down, with Jim on top of them.
rade, and began trying to bring him back to his senses. .
Naturally a crowd gathered as soon as it became apparent
While they were thus engaged Dick turned and started
that there was to be an encounter, and now the spectators
to go.
stared in ope~-mouthed a~azement.
"He's going away," called out one fellow, who was
"Just look at that!"
undoubtedly eager to see a continuance of the hostilities.
"Jove, that beats anything I have ever seen!"
"Hold on there !" called out one of the redcoats.
"Who ,would have thought it?"
"Remember what you said," called out Dick. "You
"He knocked down three men at one blow!"
told me that if I could thrash that fellow I could go
Such were a few of the exclamations given utterance to
on my way unmolested."
by the onlookers.
"Yes, so we did; well, go along."
The three redcoats scrambled to ·their feet. They were
The Liberty Boy did so without more· words.
angry and disgusted; especially was this the case with
He wis~ed to get a.way and avoid furth_er trouble.
Jim, who had picked the quarrel with Dick.
He spent an hour or more on Broadway without again
He was as greatly surprised as he was angry. H;e. had getting into trouble, arid then went to a store and asked to
not been expecting anything of this kind. H e supposed see a drum.
that he would treat the youth in this fashion, but instead
There were some in stock that had been imported before
had himself been receiver-general.
· the war began, and Dick selected ope that was just what
He did not as yet believe that he had met his master, he wanted. The price was considerable, bnt he did not
however. He knew that he had been very careless, and demur. He had some money, but knew of nothing that.
he felt that this was what had brought about hi s down- he would rather spend it for than a drum.
So he made the purchase and went out, and turned his
fall. His idea was that if he had heen careful he would
have easily floored the youth. -; -footsteps in the directi-0~ of the corner where the four were
Relieving thus, he now advanced-to the attack cautiously, to meet.
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When lie got there he fouhd the other fi ve youths on
hand, an<l each and eYery one of them h ad a drum in his
b and s. All had been successful.
1 T'he Li berty Boy was glad of this.
" We will get out of thfl city at once-," he said: "We
have our drums. Na\V the next thing is to gst bMk to
H arlem Heights."
The youths set out, and by exercising gt-eat care they
managed to get past a sent inel. 'r'hey were ntlt to get off
scot free, however, fo r Carl . Gookeilspieler, who had the
bass drum, stumbled and Jell, striking the head of the
drum on a stone, and making a i•esoundihg thump that
could have been heard a qrtarter of a mile.
'['he sent inel heard it, and yelled out:
" Halt ! Who goes there?"
" Run for it, boys !" suid Dick, in a cautious voice.
'l;he youths stai'ted to rtln.
Crack!
TJ1e sentirtel had fired.
Carl gave utterance to a howl of pain and stmnbled and
:fell once more.
" 0 h, I nm deat !" he cried : "I haf peen killed, und dot
is so."

CHAPTER III.
PRAOTICING.

Of course the others had no means of knowing whether
or not Carl was severely wounded.
Knowing him as they did, however, they thought it possible that he was not injured badly.
Still he might be, and they leaped to his assistance.
They caught hold of the German youth and assisted him
to his feet.
"Where are you wounded, Carl?" asked Dick.
"Oh, I don'd vos know dot. I t'ink I vos shotted der
:<domach in, py shimmanetty !"
"Can you run ? We must get a:way from here in a
hurry."
" I vill mage some addempd)to do dot."
"'rh e six t hen set out again, and by this time u mttnber
of redcoa ts ;Vere earning toward them.
" We will have to nm fast," said Dick.
They did run as fas t as they could, but they were so
loaded down with the drums tha~ they could . not make
very good "peed.
Curl wa £ the slowest of all, and the others regulated
their 1;pfe rl to suit hjs,
Luckily they did not have far to go to r each the boat.
H ild t hey had very far to go they would have been captmed; but, as it was, they succeeded in getting away.
They reached the boat, cut the painter , tossed the drums
in, leaped in, and were soon rowing out into the river at
good speed.
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The redcoats reached the shore when ihe boat was perhaps lhirty yards ou t in the ~i ream. Lt was so dai'k that ,
they could :not see t o t;1ke aim, bt1t they fired a volley,
anyway, in the hope t hat they might strike stnne of the
.fugit ives.
Several of the bullets tlicl come pretty dose, b.ntt luckily,
non e of them hit the y outh ~.
A few moments later and they were out of range, ev<>n 11 cl
the redcoats wished to fire again.
They pulled t1p the .stream with strong strokes. It was
slow work, fo r they were going ugaini::t the r nrrent. Xevertbeless . they kept at it, and at lnol t hey reached a point
opposite the patriot encatn pment. H ere they landed and
di sem bar keel.
They tied the painter to a tree, and then, lifting the
dmms out of the boat, made their way up the bluff to
the encampment.
They went straight to their quarters and to bed.
Next morning when the other Liberty Boys learned that
the six had succeeded in securing the drums they were delighted.
"Did you have any trouble?" asked one.
"Carl is the only one who had any trouble," said Bob,
with a grin. "He thought that he was shot in the stomach,
but was not hit at all."
"What made you think that you had lieen hit, Ca~?"
1
asked Sam Sanderson.
" Somet'ings dit hitted me der sdomach in,;' said Carl;
"I don'd vos know vat id vos."
" It is likely th~t the rim of the dtum !ltrrtck you in the
stomach, Carl/' said Dick.
"Maype so."
" That was it, I'11 wager anything,'' said Bob.
"'l'hat tnust have been it, for he is not wotmd!:!d- at all ,
and that was the only thing that could have hit him."
"Veil, id hurt me lige der deuce, und dot is so,'l said
Carl; "I vos Sltre dbt I had hitted ein pullet, py shimmanetty.''
'rhe youths asked for the story of the adventui-es of
the six youths while securing the clrums, and they told
all about it. Carl was the only one who had any troub1e,
with the exception of Dick, and so it did not take long to
tell it all.
Then the drums were inspected; and the youths were
delighted.
They realized that they were to have a drttm corps,
and now the only thing that wss to be decided was regarding who were to be member of the corps.
"I'll tell you what we will do," said Dick; "if there
are any of you boys who feel like you \Yant to be members of the drum corp;:; you may do so; if none of you
want to be members then I will decide the matter by
drawing lots."
said that they -would
Four of the youths spoke up
like to be members of the drum corps. This left only
t wo to be drawn by lot, and this was done. Dick and Bob
did not draw, as they did not want to be members. Dick,
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of course, (;QUld not be, as he was the captain, and Bob
would not have been e;onlenl to beat a <1111111 when there
• was .fighting to be done.
"Now, boys,'' said Dick, ''.we liave the drums, and we
hd 1·e the members decided upon. Lei us get. io work and see
• what we can do.''
"We had better go up in the woods i:lOmewhcre Lb practice, hadn't we?" said one of the members.
"Why so, 'l'om ?" asked Dick.
"'Well, some of the boys are likely io ~hoot us full of
holes if we make too much noise ar6und the encampment,
don't you think?"
.. Oh, I guess not."
The members of the drnm corps werp not willing to
begin practice in the camp, however, and so they todk
the drums and went northward up the river, to a point
from where the sound of the drums woulcl hardly reach
the encampment.
All the lJibert.v Boys went along, as they were 'eager to
<:ce bO'w their comrades would make out.
They had an expert drummer from the militia to in,.truct them.
When the ~ix were ready they went to work. '.rhey did
not know much about drumming, but they felt that they
could learn, ancl they set out to do Ro.
They began drumming, and at first their work was not
very uccess£ul. They made more noise than music.
A number of the Liberty Boys tuck their fingers m
their ears and . made wry faces.
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The member~ of the drum corp:-: langhrd. They were
willing to take things good-uatmwlly.
They practicr<l asRiduou~ly [or seHn·al hour~, and it was
seen that they WffC getting bel ter and better in the work.
They kept together, and the dnuM harmonized better than
had been the Catie at tirsi. 'rl1e militiaman was a good
instructor.
"Oh, you will ~oon rlo good work,'' said he, encouragingly, when the ,:ix had tini"he<l pra<:i isin):!. "You have
rlonc much better this time than T expected you would
do."
"Is that so, really r" askeJ T0111 \\' entworth, a pleased
look on his face.
"Yes."
"Well, [ am gla1l you think so."
The _youths then made their wuy back to the encampment.
/
'.rhe soldiers joked the youths a8 they made their way
a.long, anJ asked them how they had made out in lllP
practice. The members of the drum corp:; said they had
made out fine, and that they would., soon be in a position
to lead the patriot army on to victory, in case there was
!mother battle.

The soldiers said this wou lcl be )all rigli:t.
Dick had gone to headquarters and reported to General
Washington before the youth$ went up l,hc rivE'r to practice,
and they had scarcely more than reached their quarters
before an orderly put in an appearance and lold Dick that
the commanaer-in-chief wished to see him.
"Oh, great gum! What music!" half groaned Bob.
Dick made his way to headquarters al once ..
"Yah, dot vo,,; 80unt lige dcr c1cucr," ~aid Carl GookenHe was soon in General Washington·~ pre6ente.
8picler.
"Well, Dick,'' said the comman<kr-in-chirf, ''I have
"G'wan wiJ ycz, t'ookyspillcr," said Pat~.1· Brannigan, some 11·ork for .mu."
who was always opposed to Carl on general principles;
"I am glad lo hear iL, :;ir. Whal i" the work'.'"
'' lhoL ill bctther music dban yez c'u 'd be afther makin',
"I have a mes:;age \rhich I wish to have taken to a paOi dunno."
triot clown in the city."
"Yah, 1md ill is pelter moo.ic a· vat you gould make,
"I shall be glar1 to take it, >'ir."
Batsy Prannigan."
"Verv" g-ood,·
when cau .YOU start("
\
·'Shure an' it 'rouldnTbe IDJl.c h in dhe way of music
"At
once
if
you
like.''
av it. wur not betthcr dhan phwat Oi kin make,'' grinned
"Can
you
get
into the city in the daytime, do you
the Irish youth .
think?"
The youths who were doing the d111mming stopped long
"I think so."
enough to ask Dick what he thought of their work.
"[f you fear to risk it you can put it off till night."
"I think you are doing very we11, boys," he said.
'· Probably 1 could get into ' the city easier after night,
•'I'm glad to hear that," said Tom Wentworth, the leader
but
if it is important that the message be taken at once
of the. c1rum corpE. "I was afraid that we were so hopeI
will
make the attempt to get there to-day.''
lessly bad in this work that ''(e could not hope ever to
"Well, I would like for thr mr~sage to be delivered at
make a SUCCCS$ of it." '
the
earliest possible moment."
''Oh, you will do better after awhile, 'I'om."
"Very
well; I will start at once."
"If they don't they will never get me to follo'W them
General
Washington gave Dick a letter, which the ~routh
into a battle.'' said Mark Morrirnn.
placed
in
his
pocket. Then he dc~e;ribed the man to whom
"Say, Dick," said Ben Spurlock; " [ don't know but
it would be a good plan to let them go on just mi they arc the letter was lo be delivered aIHl told Dick where the
doing now. It would damage the enemy worse than any- m;m could be found.
r

~

thing we coul d do with bullets and sword1:>."
"Begorra, an' that's o," said Patsy Brannigan.
''Yah, dot is der. trut'," from Carl Gookenspieler.

"Give the letter lo thi::; rnan and no one else, Dick,"
the commander-in-chief ::;aid.
"Very well, sir."
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Washington then gave Dick a few more instructions,
ll:.fter which the youlh saluted and took his departlJre.
"What did he want, Dick?" asked Bob, whei: Dick returned to the Liberty Boys' quarters.
"I am to carry a message to a man down in the city."
"Humph! Are you going alone?"
"Yes."
" Better let me go along."
"No.",
"The redcoats will gobble you up sure if you go by
yourself."
"I'll risk it."
"Oh, I know you are always willing to risk anything and
everything."
"Yes, when it's necessary."
"How are you going, by land or water?"
''By land; I 'm going on horseback."
"How soon will you start?"
''Just as soon as I can get ready."
"You won't dare to enter the city in the daytime, will
you, Dick?"
"Of course I will."
"Well, you will have to be very careful."
"I'm always careful, Bob."
Dick bridled and saddled his horse and was soon ready
to go."
He gave the Liberty Boys some instructions and then
mounted his horse and rode away.
·
He did not go very fast, for he had only a ten mile
ride ahead of him.
·
Then, too, he bad to be careful, for there was danger
of encountering some redcoats.
He did not meet any of the British, however, and when
he was a mile north of the Common be dismounted and
tied his horse in the midst of a thicket.
"I will walk the rest of the way," he said to himself.
He was dressed in the rough clothing he had worn when
he made the other trip to the city, and so did not think
there was much danger of his being suspected of being a
patriot.
He intended to slip past the sentinels and enter the city,
if possible; but even if he were challenged he expected t o
be able to deceive the sentinel and be permitted ~o enter.
H e walked along and was soon at the Common. H e
entered it and sauntered across it.
When he reached the head of Broadway he was challenged by a sentinel .
The youth pretended that he was a farmer boy who
lived up in the region beyond the Harlem river, and was
permitted to pass on.
" I guess you are not bent on doing any damage to
King George's cause," the sentinel said.
" Of course not," said- Dick.
Then he went on down the st~eet, congratulating himself
on having escaped so well.
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CHAPTER IV.
DICK AN D THE .F REN CHMAN.

" Are you Victor Le Salle?"
" Zat eez my name."
" My name is Slater-Dick Slater."
" I eem glad to know you, Dick Slater. Vat can I do
for you, my dear sair ?"
·
" I am from the patriot encampment up on Harlem
Heights."
" Oh, eez zat so? I am glad to hear zat."
" I have a letter :for you, Mr. Le Salle."
" Ah, indeed. Who is ze lett&ir from ?"
" General Washington."
"Ah, I haf been expecting a letter from ze great general."
" Here it is."
The youth drew the letter :from his pocket and handed
it to the Frenchman, who took the envelope, opened it,
and began the perusal of the contents.
The Liberty Boy had been in the city about an hour,
and bad succeeded in finding the quarters occupied by the
man he was to deliver the letter to. He had found the
man also, and had delivered the letter, as we have seen.
The youth was .gilent while the other was occupied,
and he busied himself with looking about him. He saw
a number of things that convinced him that the Frenchman was not an ordinary man.
"I bel'ieve he is a secret representative of the French
government," said Dick to himself; "and he is here to look
into matters relating to the war, and to negotiate with
General Washington."
When the Frenchman had finii;hed reading the letter he
folded it carefully and placed it in his .Pocket. Then he ,
looked long and thoughtfully at the ceiling.
Presently he looked at Dick.
" Excuse me while I write a lettair," he said, politely ;
"I shall expect zat you . weel ze lettair take to ze great
genera.I, when I have written eet."
"I will take it to·him as quickly as possible, sir."
" Zat eez vat I know."
Then he turned t o a desk a.nd proceeded to write. He
wrote rapidly, and Dick saw that he was a man who was
used to doing clerical work.
When the Frenchman had finished writing he sealeil the
letter and handed it to Dick.
"Zare is ze lettair," he said. "Monsieur Deek Slater
weel take eet to Genera.I Washington with ze compliments
of Victor Le Salle."
"Very well, sir," said Dick.
He placed the letter in his pocket, and just as he did
so there came a knock on the door.
The Frenchman looked startled, Dick thought.
He was silent a few moments, until there came a second
knock, and then he called out:
" Who is zare ?"
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"Captain Mortimer of the king's army," was the reply.
Victor Le Salle looked · even more frightened, and it
was patent to Dick that, while the Fren.chman might be
a smart man and a diplomat, he was not composed of the
stuff that makes soldiers:
"Vat do you want wiz me, Captain Mortimair ?'' he
asked, his voice trembling slightly.
"I have some business of importance," was the reply.
"Open the door at once."
"There are four or five men out there, Mr. Le Salle,"
whispered Dick.
"Ez zat a fact, Monsieur Slater?"

"yes."
"Zen we must get out of this in a hurry; come, ~fonsieur
Slater!"
There was another knock at this _moment, followed .by a
command to open the do6r.
"Open, or we will break the door down," was the threat
uttered by the captain.
But Victor Le Salle had no intention 0£ opening the
door. He was eager only that they should make their
escape.. There were some p~pers in the drawer of a desk
that he wished to secure, however, and he hastily got
them.
Then he led the way into an adjoining room, pausing a
few moments to fasten the door behind him.
Just then he heard a crash, and knew that the redcoats
had hurled themselves against the door.
They knew by the sound, however, that th.e door had not
given way.
I
"Perhaps we may make our escape eef we are queek,'' said
the Frenchman.
"Perhaps so," agreed Dick.
There was a window in this room, and Victor Le Salle
opened this window. Below \\(as the sloping roof of a
building, and it would be possible to get to this roof from
the window.
"You go first, Monsieur Shlter; I will follow."
Just then there was another crash, and it sounded as if
the door had given way.
Knowing that they had no time to lose, Dick did not
stop to argue nbout who should go firRt; he climbed through
the window nnd lowered him sel F to the roof. 'l"he Frenchman follo,Yed quickly, Dick aRsiRting him in Recming a
footing.
"Now which way?" queried Di.ck.
"Througl1 ze trap door yondair."
They made their way along the roof until they came to
the trap door, and then Dick opened it.
He climbed down through, and Victor Le Salle followed
as quickly as possible.
The door was closed by the Frenchman just as the faces
of three or four British soldiers a.pp~ared at the window of
the room they had so recently left.
"There is where they have gone!" cried the leader of
the redcoats, he who had called himself Captain Mortimer.
"After them, men !"
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The soldiers hesitated, however. fl'hey did not have thr
same incentive that J1ad urged Dick and the Frenchman
on, and hesitated to take the risk of falling off the roof.
"What are you hesitating for?" the captain cried, angrily. "Zounds! Do you mean to say that you refuse to
obey orders?"
"I think we would ~tand a better chance of heading them
off than of overtaking them, captain," sa id one of the
soldiers. "Let's go down and try to catch them as they
come out."
"Perhaps that would be the better way,'' agreed the
captain; ''but one of us had better stay here,· for they
might come back up."
One of the redcoats remained at the window, while the
others hastened downstairs and out upon the street. They
hurried around to the door opening from the part of the
building into which Dick and the Frenchman had disappeared.
They watched the door and also the windows quite awhile,
but the two fugitives did not appear.
"Let us enter and 1 search for them in the building,''
said the captain,
This plan was acted upon at once, and they entered and
searched the building thoroughly without result. , Dick and
the Frenchman were not to be found.
Having assured themselves of this fact, the captain and
his men went out and around the house and back upstairs
to the rooms vacated by the Frenchman.
"We will search his room,'' said the officer. "The man
is suspected, and there may be something here to show
that he is an enemy to the king. I wish to have something
to show for my trip up here."
They searched in the desk, but did not find anything
-that was at all suspicious. Victor Le Salle had been careful
not to leave any papeis that would comprorniRe him.
When assured that there was nothing to be found that
would prove anything againRt the man who had occupied
the rooms the captain said that he would go to headquarters and report to the commander.
This was done, and when the commander learned that
the occupant of the room had succeed eel in making his
escape he was very much disappointed.
"I am ronficlent that man i;; a 3eeret agPnt from France,"
he Raid to anotlwr officer who 1ras pi·r;::ent, ":rncl I waR in
hoJ?eS that Captain Mortimer would succeecl in capturing
him. I have had him under espionage for some time.''
"Well, perhaps you may succeed better next time," said
the officer.
"I hope so."
\
Then he dismissed the captain, after telling him that
he did not blame him for permitting the suspected man to
escape.
"I know you did the best you could,'' he Raid.
Meantime what of Dick and Victor Le Salle?
They had escaped from the building bel'ore the captain
and his men got downstairs and out of the main building. This wns how it happened that th e Briti sh soldier:<
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had not headed them off or found the1I!_ in the building
when they reached it.
They hastened away. and were out of sight before the
soldiers got then>.
'l'he Frenchman led the way, for he knew the city, and
Dick did not. The fact "irns that Victor Le Salle had another room in a different quarter of the city, and he was
bound for th is room.
'I'hey had managed to avoid attracting attention, and so
-felt safe a..,; they walked along. There were many people
on the streets, clDd this made the two less likely to attract attention.
They reached the room at last, and Dick entereB. with
the Frenchman, thinking it might be a good plan to rest
awhile before making the attempt to get out of the city.
He talk0d with \Tictor Le Salle and found the Frenchman to be quite entertaining.
After an hom had elapRcd he said that he wo11ld be
going.

"Hello, what are you trying to do?" he said, quietly.
'fhe fellow uttered an exclamation and whirled around
to face Dick.
''Who ar~ you ?" he cried, glaring at the youth.
"I'm the owner of the horse t.hat you are trying to
steal."
This was said coolly and calmly.
"Who says I was trying to steal the hor e ?" ang1·ily.
"I do; why else would you be tryiJ?-g to untie the halter
strap?"
"I thought the horse had no owner:"
"That is a likely sfory."
"But it is the truth. What else could I think?"
"Lots of things. The fact that the horse is tied is proof
that he has an owner. You intended to steal him."
"You lie, you young rascal!';
Out shot Dick's fist.
'
Crack!
rt landed between the fellow's eyes, knocking him down.

He bade tlw Frenchman good-by and took his departure. .
Re had no trouble while in the city proper, but when he
got up near the Common he began to 1_9ok for an oppor1unity to slip past the sentinel and away.
In th!,s he was unsuccessful. The sentinel was watchful, and so Dick walked boldly forward. It happened that
this was a different sentinel from the one that had been
on guard there when Dick had entered the city.
"Halt, young fellow,'' the seniry said: "who ::ire ~'011,
and where are you going?''
"I am a farmer boy," said Dick, "and I live up on the
olhf>r side of the Harlem river."
"What were you doing down here?"
"Oh, I just wanted 1o ,;ee !he city_., sir."
"Oh, that was it, eh?''
· "Yes."
"And you are going home now?"
"Yes."
The sentinel hesitated. It was evident that he did not
know whether to let the ~·outh pass or not.
Finally he did make up hif'. mi.ml, however, and he tohl
the youm to pa;;:~ on.
The Liberty Boy did ~o. He was glad to get paet so
easily.
He made his way to the point where he had le.ft hi~
horse.
As he approached he heard the horse prancing about, as
though uneasy.

He lay there a few moments and i.hen rose to a sitting
posture.
He glared up at Dick, a look of surprise on his face;
there was anger and disgust there as well.
·•·Get up," said Dick. "Get up, and I will knock you
down again.''
"Then I won't get up," the fellow said.
"Yery well; suit yourself," with ::i grim smile.
Then Dick 8tcpped forward and untied the halter strap
and led his h;o'fre away.
He glanced back, and saw that the man wa.~ just scrambling to his feet.
"l gnc~s he won't want to tl'!' to sleal the nl'xt horse
he finds 1ied in a thicket," thought Dick.
'l'hen he leaped into the saddle aml galloped away toward
die north.

"I wonder what is the matter with }Iajor~" thought
Dick. "He seems to be restless and uneasy."
When Dick got up close to where Major wns 1ied he saw
what the trouble was. A man was tr!ring to get cloRe
enough to untie th~ halter strap.
The man was a rough'· looking fellow, and Dick did not
doubt but what he intended to steal the animal.
' !'Ll nut a stop to that, however." thought Dick.
Then h-e sJ "ppi>d softl_y forwarci, and laid his hand on
I he man',; shoulder.
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"'!'he 13riti~h are adrnncing, sir."
"Ah, inqeed ?"
"Yes, sir; they act as though they intend making an
attack."

It was the 16th of September.
• In the room occupied by General Washington as headquarters sat the commanr1cr-in-dhief and Dick Slater.
T'he Liberty Boy had been. out on a scouting and spying '
expedition, and had just come back. H e had gone at once
to headquarters to report.
"How long will it take the British to reach the Heights,
my boy?" the commander-in-chief a keel. presently.
''Oh, an hour and a half, I ~ho11lcl 8a.\', ~i.r:~
" Very good."
Then he summoned an orderly and tolcl them to notify
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lhe members of the staff to (;Opie lo headquarters at once. patriotic to lhe greatest limit; therefore they were ready
The orderly bowed and wilhdrew.
to fight at any timc---wcre eager io fight."
Fifteen minutes later the officers of ibe staff were in thci
It did not take them long to make their arrangements.
• room.
Then they went to the point where they knew they would
General Washington told them that the British W!'.!re ad- ha stationed.
vancing.
T11ey were told just where to take their stand by the
"They are undoubtedly going to make an attack," he colonel of the regiment, and then they talked and waited.
saia; "and I wish you would 1iee to it that preparations
"Why not do some practicing, boys?" said Ben Spurlock
are made to insure them a war:rp reception."
to
the members of the drum corps •
I
The officers said they would 11-ttend to the matter, and
"Yah, dot vill pe fine," said Carl Gookenspieler.
after listening to a few ipstnictiops from General Wash" .~fo, don't you do it,'' said Bob Estabrook; "if the
ington they withdrew, Dick accomp11-11yi-11g them, for he British heard it they would be frightened and would turn
'll'ished to get the Liberty l3oys ready for the battle..
back, and we would not get a chance at them."
When Dick went to the Liberty Boys' quarters and told I "T'hat's von, Bob," said Mark Mor~ison; "you are alt!rn yo-qths tl1at there was to be a bn.ttlfl they were de- ways afraid that something will come up to keep us from
hghted.
getting inlo trouble." ;
·
. '"l1hat is what I like to l1e<n ym1 ·;:iy, Die:].;,'' sai~l Uob.
Bob lauO'hed.
1
''~ah'. do~ ~s vot .':c , li~e ~o he11r s1:1ided, PY shimm&n-1 'l'hcn tl:cy talked and joked, a~ thoug11 they were not
etty, said Cail Gooken~prnlei.
expectiucr
to become encr;1crec1
in a fight that might mean
0
0
"Yis' Jve c1o '"
saic1 Patsy
Bra1miga:p
'""'Ca ticallvJ '· ''yez lhc death of. several of• 0thea·
.
.
.
•
'
..
' ~·+t
number w1lhm
the next two
1
loike lhoi moighty well, Oi'm t'intin' F
or three hours.
'' Und dot, is der trnt'. 1 c1o lige id shoost so vell as
Perhaps three-quarter:' of an honr pa:;sed, and then the
rat you do, npcl der i ' no misdakc abouid dot."
1
British were ~cen approae:hing.
•·I don't think either one of yon care much about fight:'They were begiuni11g the uscelll of ihc ~lope leading toiug,'' saiq Ben Spµrlock; "you woulcl rather talk than
ward the Heights.
fight, any day. "
The patriot~ wc•re rcadr for the rnerny, however.
"Oh, g''l'itn wiq yez, l3in, nic bye; yp,z are afther kno vin'
'
11he:_v werr quietly wait ing the attack. .
betLher nor thot," said Fatl'>y.
'J'he
adrnntage of posilion "as ~o grPatly in favor of the
"Yah, you vos know petter as dot, Pen, my poy,'' from
patriots
ihal they did not have rnuc:h fear regarding the
Carl.
re:mlts of the expected battle.
"Say, this will give the drum corps a ch3.nce to see
' k '"
On the .enemy
came.
w11a t ' 1't can d o, D lC
•
r
.
•
T'he youth nodded.
•
,
The Bntish advanced .slo':ly and ca~hously.
.
"So it will, Bob," he agreed.
It was hard work chmbmg the hill, and the soldrnrs
"And I'll wager anything that when tbe boys start i1p could not make very great .speed.
the music the reqcoats will be knocked silly," grinned
Slow and sure was the motto they woulrl have to follow.
Ben Spurlock. "they will fall over and O'Q rollinO' down
On they came, and at last the engagement began. Somr
0
0
the hill.,,
'
0£ the Liberty Boys had secured some light artillery, an cl
they handled the cannon to good effect, while the others
"I hope that it may work that way," smiled Di ck.
fought with their muskets and small arm~.
The members of the corps laughed. They were gdodThe arum corps began work as ,:oon as the battle opened,
natured yonths. and were ready to take things pleasantly.
and
the youths did rnry well, indeed. •
"We will do the 'best we can,' 1 said Tom W~ntworth,
They
made very good music as the rnu~ic of drums goes,
the leader of the corps. "If our music inspires yQu boys
and
they
made considerable noise as well.
to fight harder we Rhall be glad of H ~ and if, on the other
The rattle 0£ the musketrv and the roaT 0£ the cannon
hand, it is such bad music that it will ln1ock the enerpy
almost
drowned the sound of the drums, but the youths
Qill:v, that will be a good tMng also.
pounded
all the harder, and managed to make themselves
"You are right/' agreed Dick. "Oh, I guess the. mllsic
heard,
especially
in the lulls between the volleys.
will be all right."
The
battle
was
not a long one, but it was warm work
"I hope so."
while
it
lasted.
The Liberty Bo:vi:; now began makipg preparations for the
coming battle.
The British found that they "ere getting the worst 0£
l[, and the order was giwn for them to retreat.
All were eager for it to begin.
They moved back down the hill; the i,;oldier~ were willThey baa taken pjlrt in only one rea.l battle siu.ce joining the patriot arm:_v: that was the battle of Lop.g Jsland, ing, for they had been treated to ::;urh volley;; of ml.lsketry
and in this battle they bad distingllished themselves greatly. tli&t they were discouraged and disconcertell.
'l'hey were now eager to fight anotlwr time.
The patriot loss was sixty, while the British losi Lhree
'l'he youths were full of fight and energy, and they were hundred.
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Thus it will be seen that the patriots came out ahead
in the battle.
lt was conceded by all that the drum corps did good
work.
.
I
The boys had stood to the work manfully, and had
pounded the h€ads of the drums to such an extent as to
prove that the drums were made of good material.
The first thing that was done was to look after the
wounded. When this had been done the dead were buried.
Then the patriot encampmgnt resumed the aspect it had
worn before the battle.
The patriots were more than satisfied with the results of
the battle.
It was a victory f or bem;
l
there was no dou bt regarding
that.
The Liberty Boy:; went to theit quarters and discussed
the battle with animation. They were more than pleased
with the part they had played in it.
The members of the drum corps were complimented by
iheir comrades.
'11'hey had really done good work, and were entitled to
praise.
.
The youthe were more than satisfied with the life they
were leading as soldiers. They were young, knd ·were eager
for action.
"I wish we could have a battle every day," :;aid Bob.
"That would be getting into action a bit more often than
I would 1like," said Mark Mon-ison.
"Yah, und dot is der vay mit minesellufs," said Carl
Gookenspieler.
"Oi would loike to foight dhe ridcoats ivery blissid day,''.
said Patsy Brannigan.
"'!'hat's the ~ay to talk, Patsy," said Bob; "you are a
. boy after my own heart."
"Yis, we could travel togither, Oi'm t'inkin'."
Then they talked of the future and wondered when they
would become engaged in another battle.
"I hope we will have time to practice up some more
before there is another battle," said Tom Wentworth, the
leader of the drum corps.
The others said the same.
"I tbink it likely that you will .have plenty of time to
pr.actice up," said Dick; "the British made such a poo.r
fist of it to-day that they will not be eager to try it again
soon, I am sure."
This did not suit Bob.·
"I hope they will come again with the whole army,"
he said.
That afternoon the members of the drum corps went
up the river to the clump of timber, where they had practiced before, and they put in a couple of hours in practice
with their former instructor.
"You are improving, boys," said their teacher~
8oon after they returned to the encampment an orderly
came and told Dick that the commander-in-chief wished
i.u ~cc him at headquarters.
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The Liberty Boy hastened to headquarters and was soon
in the commander-in-chief's private room.
"You wished to see me, sir?" be asked, when he ·had
saluted.
"Yes, Dick."
The commander-in-chief was silent a few moments, and
then went on:
"I have some more work for you to do, and I am sure
that it is work that you will like."
"I am ready to do it, sir."
"I know that, Dick; you are always ready. That is
one thing I like about you."
"I h_ope that I shall be always ready to do my duty,
sir."
"I a:in sure that will al ways be the case. Now the work
that I wish you to do to-day is that of spying upon the
British. I want you to learn, if possible, whether the
British intend to make another attack."
"Very well, ·s ir; I will do my best."
"It is settled, then; when will you enter upon the work:?"
"Right away, if you say so."
''Well, you can do as you like abou,t it. It is probable,
however. that it will be safer for yo-ii to wait until after
nightfall."
"Yes, there is no doubt about that, and as it is getting
along toward evening I think I will wait."
After a, little further com:ersation Dick took leave of
the commander-in-chief and went back to the Liberty Boys'
quarters.
Of course they wanted to know what the commanderin-chief wanted of Dick.
He told them, and as usual Bob :wanted to go with
him.
Dick, however, said that he could better work alone, and
Bob had to be satisfied to remain behind.
When supper time came the youths cooked their suppers
and ate heartily.
Soon afterward it grew dark, and Dick le~t the encampment and moved away down the bill.
He went afoot, for it was not far to where the British
w.ere encamped.
What was bothering Dick most was to know how he
was to find out the ii;itentions of the British.
He did not see his way clear to securing the information.
He moved along until he ·came to the vicinity of the
point where the British had been encamped, and when he
got closer he discovered that the British were not there.
The army was gone.
"Well, well! This is a (surprise!" he said to himself.
"I don't understand it."
He moved onward toward the south.
His idea was that he would come upon the British encampment before long.
In this he was disappointed, however. He did not find
the British, and at last be made up his mind that the enemy
had retreated to New York.
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"If that 1s the case they have given up the· idea of
makiJJg another attaek_," thought Dick.
He decided to ·keep on and enter the city, if possible, and
. learn something definite.
He was not more than two hours in walking down to
the city; and he managed to slip in past one of the sentries
•without being seen.
He spent two hours in the city, and learned that there
was no intention on the part of the redcoats to make another attack soon.
Having secured thi; information Dick stole out of the
city and made his way back in the direction of Harlem
Heights.
When be got there it was nearly midnight, and, knowing there was no hurry, he did not go to headquarters.
"I will make my report in the morning,'' he told
himself.
He did this, and when General Washington learned
that the British had returned to the city, and that there
was to be no attack made soon again he was well pleased.
"That will give me time to think up a plan of procedure," he said aloud, but evidently not expecting Dick
to say anything. Dick understood this and made no
remark.
The LibeTty Boys wanted to know wha( was on the tapis
for the near futme, but Dick could not tell them.
"I don't know what the commander-in-chief intends
doing," he said. "He seemed pleased when he learned
that the British do not intend to make an attack soon
again."
'~It may please him, but it don't please me," said Bob
Estabrook, with a disgusted look on his face.
"You will have to be satisfied, Bob," said Dick, with
a smile; "you can't expect to become engaged in a battle
overy day."

'
CHAPTER VI.
C.A.P'.rURED BY MARINES.

1

1

One evening two week' later Dick Slater was down in
the city on a spying expedition.
He was walking down Broadway, looking about him
in a seemingly careless fashion, but h~ was on the alert,
nevertheless.
He was dressed in an old suit of clothing such as farmer
boys wore in those days, and he had on an old slouch hat
and a pair of shoes that were much the worse for wear.
The Liberty Boy was going to impersonate a green
country youth who had come to the city for the first tim.e
to see the sights.
It wa evening, and .the street lamps were lighted.
The stores on Broadway were lighted, as well.
The street was thr\mged with people who. were promenading for pleasure, and with still others who were shopping.
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It was a lively scene, and one in which Dick was pleased
to mingle. He delighted in lively scenes. Life and stir
was what he liked.
Still he was in the city on business, and he did not
forget this fact.
He kept his mind on the work he had to do, and so,
every time he came near a group of redcoats he pa~sed
and listened to their conversation.
In this way he gathered some information, but he felt
that in order to secure · all the information he wished
he would have to overhear the conversation of some of
the officers. Officers, however, w.ere not in the habit of
stanqing on the street and talking, and so he did not
know just what to do.
He had learned where h~adquarters was, and presently
he made his way/. in that direction.
He paused when he arrived near the building in which
General Howe and his staff officers had their headquarters
and took a survey of the building.
He wished to enter the house and spy on the officers,
but realized that it would be difficult and dangerous to
do so.
'
However, Dick Slater was a hard y<5uth to discourage.
One thing he knew, and that was that he would not
dare enter by way of the front entrance; indeed, it
would be impossible for him to do so.
The only thing to do, therefore, was to try to enter
by the rear. '
He ma~e his way around to the back and took a survey
of the building from this point.
There was a door and two windoirs, and lights shone
through the windows. Dick could see dark figures moving back and forth in the building, and he knew that
the servants were at work.
"I will have to wait awhile,'~ he told himself; "it
wou~d not be safe for me to try to enter while those
people are up and stirring."
He would have remained there until things got settled
for the night, but suddenly he heard voices and footsteps, and he made up his mind that he had better go
away from there, for the present, at least.
· He could return later on.
He moved away, but had gone only a short distance
when he heard a voice cry out:
"Hold on, there!"
The Liberty Boy glanced back and could sc,e seYernl
forms, but only dimly.
•He knew that the men, whoever they were, would not
be friends of his, however, and so he started on a run.
The men started in pursuit at once.
"Stop ! Hqld on !" cried one · of the men. "We want
to talk to you."
But Dick did not want to talk to them, and so he did
not stop.
He ran as fast as he could.
After him came the redcoats-for such they were-at
the top of.their speed.
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The Liberty Boy diu not go toward Broadway. It was
loo light up that way to suit him.
Instead he ran toward the East River, it being dark
down in that direction.
His pursuers were good runners, however, and tliey
kept close enough so that they could see hirµ, thus making it impossible for him to shake them off.
He kept on running until he arrived at an East River
dock, and then he turned to the rig;ht aI\d +ll-n on.
He continued in this direction, :following th\'! benq of
the river until he came to Bowling Green.
There were lights here and the~e in the little pa~k,
and Dick did not wish to ris"4: enteriµg Bpwling Green,
•
so he continued onward.
As bad luck woµld })ave it, he ran plu:iµp il:ito a pii..rty
of British marines who were ·a.pout to e111bark in f.I boat
to returµ to their ship, which lay 011t ju the ltaY·
The' e irn1rines 11;:iq beeµ dri11~ing, !lWl wen~ jµi:;t ~:P.
the mood to take advantage of aI\y happe:Qi:pg and turn
ir to their own qdvantage.
They saw Dick as he can1e runniµg up, and without ~topping to ask any questions they grabbed him, and held him,
in spite of his stru~les.
"Into the boat with the lubber,'' said one; "we'll tqke
l1im aboard ship and ha.ve some sport with him."
"Yes, yes!" was the cry.
Just then the redcoats who had pee4 chaSlllg Pick came
running up, and they demanded that the youth be tu.r:pef1
aver to them.
"He is a rebel spy, and we ~ere cpasi.µg him," said t~e
leader of the party.
,
':Well, we caught him," said qne of the ruarinfls; "and
we axe going to keep him."
'~Why do you wish to do that? Wh&t cap ypu do with
him on board YP"\ll' ship?"
"We cf.\n tiJ,ke care of him .there as well as J'Oll cari
take care of him on land."
"But General Howe will want to interview the p.riso!ler."
" So will Admir11J Howe; aJld ii..s he is our commander
we will have tp take the prisoner to him."
This made the redpoats angry, anfl they protested, bi:it
the marines only laughed at t4em.
"We've got the prisoner and we're going to keep hi!Ij,"
the lieutenant said.
y
"If you do we will go straight to General Howe and
report your action," said the leader of the plJ.rty tliat had
been chasing Dick; "and he will send a messenger to his
, brother, the admiral, statiI~g tlie case, and. the :ues11lt will
be that you men will be reprl:rnanded."
"Oh, you'll do that, will you?" exclaimed the lieuterplnt
of the :qiarines.
"Yes."
"Let's give them a be::i,ting, fellpws !" si:iid one of the
marines.
"Yes, yes !" was the cry.
This was all that was needed. The W!lrines werf) jnst
ripe for something of the kind, and so, while four held
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Dick, the otliers atlacked the ~olqiers, and quite a combat ensued.
T1113 soldiers fought ,vith vigor and eµergy, put they
were outnumbered and soon had enough to succumb.
While the co~nbftt wa8 gpjpg Q11 Diel} mitrle a sndclen,
fierce atterµpt to brea~ away froln tl1e marines who were
holding him.
:ije wa.s l\PS-qcpec £ul. ho\Yever. four against ope was
tqo great oqds for liim, and :qe could 11ot overcome their
strength.
"Stop struggliqg," said 011e. "¥ ou can't get away."
"I guess yoµ an! right,n agreed Dick.
"Of course I am."
"But ypu are mak~ng a mistake in hplding me here."
"Why so?"
"Because I am :not a rel-iel iit all."
"Of course you would say so.n
":{:tis true."
"Yoii will have to prove that to the admiral."
"Tlie:~ you really intend to take 111e aboard yonr ship?''
"Yes."
\
:J3y tl\is tim!'l the marines had give:Q tbe .finishing tpuches
to the sQldiers, anq t11e latter were glad to get flWay without insisting any further that the prisoner should accompa11y thepi.
·
'rhe marines were jubila~t.
They_had giye11 the solclierd a thrashing, 11n9 thi~ was
plef!si.µg to the~n, as tlJµre w&s more or less jealouizy between the ~uarines anq the soldiers.
"Into the boat with him, boys," said the lieutenant of
the m&rilws; "we fViH take hipi abo&rd the ship."
They forceJ pick tp ente+· the pqat, and then they emqarked anp tQok their seats.
Those who were tQ row took LlP the . oars anq began
work. Soon the boat was moving out into the ]lay, and
twenty minutes later it came to a stop alongside a warship.
The sen try on the deck 4ailed the boat, and the lieutena.n t of the rnarineo answered and asked that the rope
litdder be lowered.
This was done, and the marines began climbing up,
one after &11other.
They forced Dick to climb the ladder, and when they
were all on qeck and the boat had · be.en drawn up to the
'
davits they conducted , the Libel'ty Boy to the cabin and
locked him in one of the rooms.
Thell tl:ifl liel\tenf,\nt went to the Cfl.ptain's cabin and
maqe hil'l repQrt.
"So you have a prisoner, eh ?" the captain said; "bring
hiw here. I wish to have a tlJ.lk with him."
The li1rntenant went out, and pre1>ently returned accompanied by two marines, who led Dick between them.
The ca,pf!liD looked at Pick with interest.
"Well, yoµ:qg ma.q, whq are you?'' tht: captf.li:q itsked.
w~f y name ~s Een Jipss, sir " :Pic]i: replied.
"Where do you live?"
"Up in Westche~ter county."
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'Where is that?"
He an wered promptly:
"About ten miles north of New York City."
''Yes, I would like to get away from here."
11
"What were you doing down in tht> city?"
So 1 thought; well, L am here to give you the chance."
"l came down to see the sights, sir. L had never been
"Is that so?" eagerly.
in the city, and father told me I could come."
Of course both ta.Jked in whispers.
"You are a rebel, are yon Dot?" the captain aRked.
"Yes."
11
'.'No, sir," denied Dick.
But I don't under~tand. Why should you want lo hl'l p
"Of course you woul<l sa); so, but it is my belief that me get away from here?"
you are a rebel. It is a suspicious circumstance that you
'·It is very simple. I want to get a way myself. and ,;o
should come into the city at this time, when it is in pos- I am willing to giw yon the chaDce to go."
ses~ion of the British."
"You mean that you want to lea\'e the ~ hip for i'' 'JCI ~, · rl
"That was one reason why I wanted to come at this all?"
time, sir; I wanted to see the British soldiers."
''Yes."
The captain asked Dick a number of questions, and then
·•You mean that you will rle,..ert."
told the marines to take him back to the room and lock
"'l'hat is what 1 mean."
him in.
"Why do you wish to clo 1.h11t ?"
The marines conducted Dick back to the room and
11
1 am tired of life. T don't like the ~ea arnl ·1rnnt to
locked him in.
get back to solid land agaill."
\\hen he had been left to himself thus Dick fell to pon"I understand."
tiering over the situation.
11
And if I were to desert in England I would be caplured
He did not like the way things looked at all.
agaiµ, and that would be the end of me. Jf T cleserl hL•re
"I mnst try to escape," h told himself.
and succeed in getti~g up into 1.he country a ways 1 may
But this would be difficult.
e~cape being ca pturcd.''
Still, he did not •as yet deem it impossible of accom11
] see; and you wi'h mr 1.o go with you nnr1 And a ~.1 re
plishment.
place?"
He was free to move around in ihe room, but it was
"'L1hat is jt exactly. You hrlp nw and I will lwl p
~o small that it did not give him much chance for exeryon.H
cise.
"That suits me exactly. I am Pagr·r to get away from
He tried the door and £oun<l it locked. 'J'here was no
here, and I will do all T ran tn ail1 yon in rraching a
window.
There was n candle burn_ing in the room, so Dick could htn·en of refuge."
"Good! Corne along wiih me. then."
see what ht• was about.
11
Ho11· arr we going to get off tlw .;hip without bring
lt cl id n~l take him long to cliscm-rr that it would be
seen?''
impo Rih]c for him to get out of the room.
l

"T guess J will have to Rtny hrre and 1.<1ke

thing~

aR they

''1'rust ihat to me: !·011 follow mr ancl br aR cart>ful as
come,'' he told himself.
you rnn, aucl we will get. off the Khip withont being rli.;He decicl cl to mak(' the best of the matter, ~o lny clown ccverecl. ··
in the little bunk at one side ana was soon asleep.
"A 11 right; leacl the way."
· He harl no idea how long hr had slept when he was
'!'hr marine. aftt>r a cautions glance out to see if the
·a wakened by 1hc ·grating of a kc~· in thr lock.
co;Ft wu~ den I', tnrnecl and hrnt ione,1 to Diek.
He opened hi~ eyes and looked toward thr door.
The youth l'OR(', rlonned hi~ hat. nml ,;1.epprcl to lhe
It opPned slowly, and a marine stu£k his head in through doonrnY nncl 011t of thc room. following do~r at the mathe opening.
1·i11e '~ heek
When he saw Dick was awake he entered, but in such
'T'hc . man led the way 0111- of the cabin, and it wa s~1rh
a stealthy manner that the youth was surprised. He could
a dark 11ight that they ll'ould hr ea~ilv able io avoid bring
not th ink why the marine should act thus.
see n, unleRs they got cloR(' to the sentinel on the deck.
The man stepped cautiously over to the ~ide of the bunk,
The marine k11e11· right where the ~entinel was stationrrl,
and bending down,. whispered :
ho1rerer. and aYOided him.
''Would you like to get away from hen:?"
He led the way toward the ~tern, and when they reached
the rail the marine whispered:
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The J..iiberty Boy was surpri~ed.
He l1ad 1101. been expPcting an~·ihing of the kind.

"'r'here is a rope here; we will ~lide down it, and at (he
bottom is a boat. We will get into the boat and row up
the ri11Pr. You will know where to make a landing."
"1'rue,'' said Dick.
The ma1·ine climbed ;;oftly oYrr 1.hr rail and slicl d01rn
the rope, and Dick followe<l.
They \\'ere soon seated in the boat, and the marin e, 11 f-
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ter cutting the painter, took up the oars and rowed slowly
and cautiously away.
He did not want the sentinels on the ship's deck to
hear him.
One of the oars struck against something :floating in
the. water, however, and this made a noise that was heard
by the port guard.
He at once challenged :
"Ahoy there ! Who comes?"
Of course the marine did not make any reply. He simply
bent to the oars and rowed as hard as he could.
The sentinel, not receiving any reply, challenged again.
Still he received no reply, and he decided that what {le
had heard was nothing of importance.
"A floating log struck against the ship's side, likely,"
he said to himself.
This enabled Dick and the marine to get away without
further trouble.
They would have to exercise care, however, as they would
have to pass near other warships, and might be heard and
pursued.
The marine knew about where the other vessels were anchored, ~na so. was able to avoid nearing them.
When all the warships had been passed the marine headed
the boat up the river.
, They .felt fairly safe now. They did not believe there
was much danger of their being discovered.
It was hard work pulling up the stream against the current, and they took turns about, Dick being an expert with
the oars.
At last they arrived at a point outside the Heights, and
Dick, who was rowing, headed in toward the shore.
'.'Are you going to make a landing?" the marine asked.
"Yes; I thitlk this will be a good place to land. We will
be safe here, for the patriot encampment is up there on
top of the hill."
"But I don't know that I want to enter the patriot encampment."
"Why not? It is the safest place in the world for you,
now that you have deserted from the warship."
"Say, I believe the captain was right in thinking you
were a rebel," said the marine.
"Yes, he was right. That is to say, I !'lJil a patriot."
"And are you a member of the patriot army?"
"Yes."
"Then you really were 1:1pying down in the city?"
''Yes."
''Are you an officer in the patriot army, or simply a
i::cont and spy."
'' T ho kl the rank of captain."
'' ,\h, indeed!"
"Yes; I am the captain of a company of young fellows
like myself. We are known as the Liberty, Boys of ' 76."
"Ah, I have heard of you."
At this moment the bow of the boat bumped against the
bank and the conversation ceased.
They got up and stepped ashore.
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They tied the painter to some bushes, and then Dick
led the way up the hill.
When they were nearly to the top of the hill they were.
challenged by a sentinel.
"Halt ! Who comes there?"
"Friends," replied Dick.
"Adva.nce, friends, and give the countersign."
The Liberty Boy knew the countersign, and he advanced
and gave it, whereupon the sentinel ;;aid:
"Pass on."
The two did so.
Of course Dick, being familiar with the ground, led
the way.
They were soon at the quarters occupied by the Liberty
Boys.
It was now pretty well along in the n1ght, and the
youths were· all sound asleep.
"We may as well lie down and sleep till morning," said
Dick. "You are welcome here, and you are safe."
The two rolled themselves.up -in blankets and lay down.
They were soon sound asleep.
They were up bright and early next morning, and Dick
introduced his companion of the night before to the Liberty Boys.
The British marine said that his name was George
Welburn.
Dick explained how .he had come to make the acquaintance of Welburn, and the youths listened to the story with
interest.
"Say, you have done the right thing, Mr. Welburn,"
said Bob Estabrook, "and now if you will just join the
}
Liberty Boys' company you will be all right."
"Yah, dot is so," said Carl Gookenspieler; "you vill
mage ein goot batriot."
"That's roight," said Patsy Brannigan. "Shure, an'
yez'll be a:fther doin' dhe roight t'ing av yez turn in an'
foight fur freedom instid uv fur King George."
"Perhaps he may not care to join us," said Dick; "and
in case you don't, Mr. Welburn, you will be all right.
You have done your part in enabling me to escape from the
warship, and you are free to go your way in peace."
G€orge Welburn looked thoughtful.
It was evident that he wa s thinking some of joining
the Liberty Boys.
"Now that I have deserted from the service of King
G~rge I will never dare return to England," he said;
"that being the case, it will be necessary for me to remain
in this country and become an American citizen. Look- ,
ing at it that way, it will be no more than right that T
should help fight for the independence of the American
people. I believe that I will join your company, Mr. Slater •
-that is, if you will accept my services."
"I shall be very glad to have you do so," said Dick.
''It is settled, then; from this moment I am a Liberty
Boy."
"Now that you have decided to become one of us,"
said Dick, "it will not be out of place for me to ask you
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to go with me to headquarters. · You may be able to give
Gencral Washington some information of value."

J

"I don't know about that, Captain Slater," the exmarine said; "I can say, however, that any information
I have is at his disposal."
"Well, come along to headquarters with me. The commander-in-chief will be gl~d to ask you some questions."
"Very well; lead the way, and I will be right along
with you."
They set out at once.
It was about a quarter of a mile to the house in which
General Washington had taken up his quarters, and they
were soon th.ere.
The orderly knew Dick, and evidently had orders to
admit him as soon as he came, for he did so, and conducted
the two to the commander-in-chief's room.
When Dick had saluted he introduced his companion.
General Washington was evidently greatly interested in
the ex-marine, and Dick saw that the great man was
pleased.
"You have done well, if your visit to the city was the
cause of this accession to the ranks, Dick, my boy," he
said.
"Well, I think that it was the cause .of it, sir," replied
Dick.
"Yes; but for Ca.pram Slater's being captured and
brought aboard my ship I might never have thought of deserting," said George Welburn.
They talked of this matter a
minutes, and then Dick
made his report.
When he had finished the commander-in-chief asked a
number of questions of George Welburn.
The ex-marine answered the questions promptly, and
in such manner as pleased the commander-in-chief.
He gave General Wash.ington some information that was
of value to him.
At last the two saluted and withdrew.
They went back to their quarters, and George Welburn
began making the acquaintance of the Liberty Boys.
He was a young man, not to exceed twenty-four years,
and he was a pleasant-mannered fellow, and so the youths
took a liking to him at once.
"l believe that I am going to like my new friends and
new- quarters very much, Captain Slater," he said to Dick,
later on.
"I am glad of that, George," said Dick. Then he went
on: "We call one another by our first names, always, and
I want that you shall call me Dick, and not Captain
Slater."
"All right, Dick. I want to do as the rest of you do."
A little later the members of th~ drum corps got their
drums out and started away to practice.
"What have you t11ere ?" a ked George Welburn.
"A drum corps," replied Dick.
"Well, that is good; do they clo good work?"
"They are becoming lolerably proficient," said Dick.

few
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"They can pound those drums to beat anything you ever
saw," said Bob Estabrook.
·'You mean to beat anything you ever heaTd," grinned
Ben Spurlock.
"Y ah, dot is it," said Carl Gookenspieler; "you gannod
see dose moosics vat der trum gorps mage, but you gan
hear id, un dot is der trut'."
"Yes hav' tould dhe thruth fur wanst in yer loife,
Cookyspiller," Raid Patsy Brannigan.
"Yah, und I haf dold me dose trut's more dim~s as vat
you haf, Batsy Prannigan," retorted Carl.
"Oh, g'wan wid yez; yez niver till dhe thruth, ixcipt
by misthake, begorra; an' yez are alwuz sorry thot yez
made dhe misthake."
The new recruit was amused by the talk of the two
youths, and he laughed and remarked to Dick that Patsy
and Carl must surely afford a lot of entertainment for the
Liberty Boys.
"Yes, indeed," said Dick, "and the best part of it is
that, although they quarrel at a great rate, and often come
almost to blows, yet they are in reality the best friends
in the world, and will fight for each other to the death,
if need be."
"That is good."
"Yes, indeed."
The drum corps went to the practicing ground and put
in a couple of hours of solid w-ork, and then came back.
"You are doing fine, boys," said Dick. "You will furnish us some good music to fight by in the next battle."
"We will try our best to do so," replied Tom Wentworth.
·

CHAPTER VIII.
MARY DENNISON.

"Ah, Dick, you are back from the city, I see."
"Yes, your excellency."
.
"What did you learn?"
"I learned that the British are getting ready to make
a move, sir."
"At last, eh?"
"Yes."
"What do they intend to do, my boy?"
"They intend to go up the East RiYer in the warships,
sir; they will land a large force at Throg's N eek and come
in behind us and cut us off from retreating inland."
General Washington looked at Dick Slater with some
surprise, and no small degree of interest.
"And so that is their plan, eh?" he remarked, presently.
"Yes, sir."
Two weeks had elapsed.
The British remained quietly in N e11· Yorl~, doing nothing, ancl the patriots had remained quietly in camp on
Harlem Heights,. waiting for the British to make some
move.
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Dick Slater had been down in the city on a spying ex-1 The patriot::a had tlw bettrr of the affair, as was to be
pedition aml had ju~t returned, and was at headquarters expected. for they were ;;helterecl by trees and brn~he;; on
the mainland, while the Briti,,h were out in the open, where
making hi~ report to the commander-in-chief.
Re had learned t.hai the Briti~h were to make a dec~i ded they presenteC! a .fair mark for the patriots' bullets.
move, and had hastened back to inform General WashingTlw British kept on coming, slowly, but urely, ancl the
ton of the fact.
patriots kept firing, with the rc~ult that quite a number
The commander-in-chief pondered a few moments and of the redcoats £ell dead or wounded. And ~orne who were
then asked Dick a nul11ber of questiol]s.
only wounded drowned before l bey could he gotten out of
. When was this move to be made?
~he irater.
How strong a force was to be taken up ancl landed at
The patriots made it so hot for the redcoats that they
'I'hrog's neck?
were force<'! to retreat hack to the point where they had
'l'hese and other questions were asked.
hmded.
1
They were answered promptly by Dick, and when at last
The first attempt to get across hnd failed, but the TE'(lthe commander-in-chief got through, he had a good know! - coats were not ready to give it up.
·
They had a much stronger force than the patriots had,
edge of the intentions of the British.
He at once sum,moned the officers of his staff, and a and were confident that they con Ii? succeed in getting arro~s
council of war was held.
sooner or Inter.
It did not take long to decide upon a cour,;e of action.
On the 11ext day they again made the attempt, 1md again
"It is easy to see what we must do," sairl General Wash- they w0re rrpnlsed.
ington. "We must retreat back into the cou ntry. or we will
'l'he drum corps did some work on cacli day , bnt ib:;
be hemmed in here and captured."
services were not needed so much as when a harn1-to-hnnc1
"Yes," agreed General Greene, "that is undonbtedly our conflict was indulged in.
best move ."
So far the patriots had not suffered any to speak of,
It was decided to send a force around by land to meet and the Liberty Boys were well satisfied.
the British wh en they attempted to land at 'rluog·s N eek
They discussed the matter that evening 'lvhile . eating
and while t.hi5 force was holding ihe redconts in check the supper.
"We hnve given the rrdcoats the worst of it so far,'' said
main patriot army conld be retreating np into \YPstcl1C'f<ter
county.
I Bob Estabrook.
As scon as the Libert~· Boys learned that there wa s to
"YeF:, so we hnve," from Ma.rk Morri.on.
be a move of this.kind made they were eagc•r to take part
"Yah, ve hn.f whipped der Pritich c£ery•tiine," ~air1 Carl
in it. There was a good chance to get into a fight with C1ookr>nspieler.
the British at 'l'hrog·s Neck, and 01Py wante(l lo be tlwre.
"Yis, an· we wnll kape on doin' ave ii,'' ~nid Pa(,,.\'
When Dick told them thnt he had a~ked the com\rnrnrlrr- j' Brnnniitan .
in-rhief to let the Liberty BoyR go 1rith tlw force that wafl
''Ti' rnn iwo .fellowR don't get killer1 we will certainl~'
1
to go to Throg·s Neck the~' 1rc·n· delighted.
I he nhlt• to 1rhip tlw Bri1i~h erer~· lirpe," !'laid Brn. F1pmThey began making preparations fo1; the trip tt once. I lork. 1r ith a grin.
The rlrum corps was glad to get fl1 e chance lo go where
"1· rl I, maype der is more clruth clan boetry abonicl doL"
>'aid Carl.
they might be of se.rvice, and they were soon ready.
It was on the morning of l he 12th of October that the
"Sbnre, an' yez are aft her bein' roight abhout thot.
force moyed toward 1'hrog';:i i\ eek.
Cookyspiller.'' grinnr<l Pat~y: "we are ~Jrrth foighters, so
The force arrived there before noon, a_nd the first thing we are."
tlint was done was to destroy a bridge that crossed a nar"Egbecially rninesellufR."
"Yis, yez are a foightcr) Oi am not il.J'ther t'inkin',"
row creek.
This would make it a difficult matter for the British to ,_ aid Patsy; "it is mesilf is a fo.i:ghter fur dhe two a\' u~,
_ get across. They would have to wade, and would come very an Oi giy' .rez ha'f dhe chredii, Cookyspiller."
near miring in the mud.
"I don'd vos vant any gredit; I voF- peen ein fighder mine' The British landed from the warshiiJs shortly after noon, selln:Es, und eferypody knows dot."
and began figuring on getting across to the mainland.
"Yis. dhey do!" with infinite scorn in his tones.
This would be a difficult thing to do, but they were not
'' 8to~J quarreli~g. you fellows," said Ben Spmlock; "you
to be (]auntea, and presently they moved forward and be- would be all right if you didn't Clo so much of that."
gan wading across the creek.
"Ye are all righd, anyhO\v, Pen, my poy,'' said Carl.
The water was not deep, but the mud was sticky, ancl it
"Yis, J'P hav' tould dhe thrut wanst, Cookyspiller;'
was slow and difficult work making their way along.
~aid Pats.r.
Then, pre8ently the patriots opened fire.
Next day the redcoats made another attempt to get
'l'he redcoats returned the fire as best they could, but across the muddy CTeek, bul as on, the two former il1stances,
they were laboring under difficulties and could not do they were driven back after they hacl lost a number of
their men.
effective work.
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Every clay for the next lhree day~ tlie redcoats lll<H1e an
attempt to get across the creek, and on the last day they
were successful.
The patriots made a brave stand, <lDd the I:.iiberty Boys
were in the thick of the fight.
T·he redcoats ·1vere determined, bo1yever. They h'"i1cl been
held in check so long that they were angry, and they would
not give up.
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you are going," was the reply;· "that i:>, if you are a
patriot."
"I am a patriot, miss; but of what docs the danger
consist?'
"There is a force of British dragooUt; camped do'Wn the
road a little ways from here."
"Ah, indeed? And if I had kept on I would have run
:right upon them."

The patriots held out quite a'rhile, and then the order
"YCR, so you would."
was given to retreat.
"How far from here is the party you speak of?"
This was clone, aml they felt that they had done enough
''About one-third of a mile."
for the upholding o.f the starry .flag, under which they
Dick looked undecided.
had fought all the time.
"I want to go on farther south," he said, "and I hardly
They had held lhe enemy in check :::ix days, and this know how 1 am to get around this party."
hacl given the patriot army plenty of time to retreat in
"T can show you a way to do so, sir."
s&fety.
"Very well, ancl thank you."
"Yau will have to di~ruo1mt and lead your horse."
They had gone i.o White Plains ancl had taken up quarThe f_,iberty Boy leaped tq the ground.
ters there.
•
'°'\
''Lead on, miss, and l will follow," he said.
The force that had been holding the British in check
'['he girl clid so, leading the way through t)1e timber;
al Throg'1:f Neck now retreated toward White Plains.
They marched i;teadily, and arrived at the encampment presently they came to a log house standing in a little
dearing of two acres in extent.
the next day at noon.
"This is my home,'' ciuid the girl; "I live here with my
The British, when they learned that the patriot army
hacl escaped, were greatly disappointed, and lhcy returned mother.''
to )Tew York City to think the matter over a11c1 come lo
some deci::Jion regarding their futuf'e movements.
They went into the affair deeply in a council and talked
it over at length.
Scouts were ;;ent lo the vicinity or White Plf!U'is to look
the ituation over and bring some information rcg;ircling
the strength o:f the patriot army and position.
Tl1ese scouts, when they returned, reported that the patriots occupied a very strong position.
General Howe and the members of his staff now held
another council of war.

"Have you no father?"

"Uc is dead."
_'J'lwn Dick asked the girl "11at her name was.
·· \laty Deirnison," W<hi lhr reply.
T\wu she asked him what his na1ue wa~, and he
her.
Her face lighted 11 p when hr told her his name
Dick Slater.
"l have heard o.f you," she said.
"lndeed ?" remarkecl Dick.
''Yes, a young man who l iYe~ not far from here
me about yon tlnd your Liberty Boys. He wants to
I
your company."

told
was

told
join

It was deci d .finally th11t an a~1Y3.llce should be made.
"We will go slowly, however. and take our tin:ie," ai~l
'' \Yhat iR bi~ name?"
the British geI\eral; "and perhaps we 1naY ~e able to clis''Frank
"Jiartin ."
lOdge the enemy. Indeed, we may bi:i ~ble to c::ipt11re a
"Well,
r
shall be glad to have him ]Olll my company.
goodly number of the rebels."
~11 he will haYe to do will be to go to the encampment
Meanwhile the patriots were waiting fl,nd watching.
al White PlainR."
General Washington made contiI\iial use of Dick 81ater,
"J <lon't want him to join the arm)'._; but he wants lo
as he was t]le most expert scout and spy in the patriot
do f'O."
•
army.
The Libert.'" Boy smiled.
Others acted as scol\ts and spie~ also. but they did not
"Then you are interested - in him, :Miss Mary?" he redo as good work as was the case with Dick.
marked.
On the afternqon of the 25th of October Dick Wi\~ riding
'l'he girl blushed and looked somewhat confused, and
along a winding rpad which Jed through the timber a fow then she said :
miles soµth frp,m White Plaii:is.
._
"We are like brother and sister, Mr. Slater. We have
Suddenly he found himself confronted by a girl of seven- lived near each other all our lives, and have gone to school
teen years. She was di;essed in the kind of clothing worn together and played together; and tjien, since father died,
by women and girls of that time and region.
we have felt better ancl safer by having Prank around."
"Stop!" she said, waving him back.
"I understand; but Frank's father will be at home,
The Liberty Boy1brought his horse to a stop.
will he not, and he will be protection enough."
~'What is it, rnisR'?" he asked, doffing his hat and bowing.
''No, hi::J father is dead, also.,,.
"¥on are in danger, oir, if you go on in ihe direction
''Oh, that i::> lhe trouble, eh;·'
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"Yes. " re will be left without any man to appeal to
.for protection in ca~e of need if Frank goes to the war."
"Well, I won't do anything to get him to join the army,
then. 1 will not p~r~uacle him to do so, but will try to
dissuade him, if you like. You have done me a favor in
warning me of tbe presence of the British troopers, and
I wish to repay you in some manner."
"Oh, that i~ all right, Mr. Slater; I am not afraid but
what we will get along all right with Frank away. I now
think that iI he wishes to join let him do so."
"Very well ; j nst as you say."
'l'he girl uttered a glad exclamation at this instant.
"There comes Frank now!" she said.
Sure enough, a young man was coming across the clearing toward them. He \\·as a good looking young fellow,
frank-faced and honest in appearance.
He looked at Dick with interest and a show of curiosity,
and when the girl introduced Dick the young man "Was
plainly delighted.
Mary Dennison explained Dick's pretience, and then said:
"You can guide :Jir. Slater around and into the road
south of where tl}e British troopers are encamped, Frank."
"All right, Mary; and," with a ~mi le, "I will ask him
about Jetting me join the Liberty Boys ll'hile I am at it."
•·All right, Frnnk; do as you like abont it."
He looked surprised.
"Do you mean it, Mary?" he asked.
"Yes: of course I would be better satisfied if you did
not join the army, but if you feel that it is your duty to do
so, why go ahead and do it."
Then he turned to Dick, and said:
"I will guide you to the road now, Mr. Slater, if you
are ready to go."
"I am ready," was the reply.
Then Dick bade Mary Dennison good-by and followed
Frank Martin .
He at once asked Dick if he might join the Liberty
Boys' company, and Dick told him that he might.
"You will find it hard and dangerous work, however,"
he told the youth; "there is nothing easy or pleasant about
soldiering."
"I didn't suppose there was, Mr. Slater; I feel that
I ought to help fight for the freedom and independence of
the American people, however, and I want to join."
"Very well; report at the patriot encampment at White
Plains when you get ready, and I will make you a member
of my company."
"Thank you; I .will be there soon."
A few minutes later the,Y reached the road, and after
bidding each other good-by Frank turned back, while
Dick led his horse into the road and leaped into the
saddle.
Just as he did so he heard the clatter of horses' hoofs
behind him, follawed b ya shout.
,
The Liberty Boy lookea around and saw a dozen British trooper::; coming at a gn llop.
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CH.APTER IX.
THE DRUM CORPS AGAIN AT WORK

'l'hat these were the troopers that had been encamped
up the road, and wboin he had come around through the
timber to avoid, Dick did not have the least doubt.
They bad evidently broken camp and had mounted
and started to return to the main encampment of the
British army.
Instantly Dick spoke to his horse, and the noble animal
responded promptly.
Forward he leaped, almost with full speed at the first
jump, and when the troopers saw this they set up a
bhout, and the leader commanded the fugitive to stop.
Of course this did no good, however. Dick bad no intention of stbpping.
Neither did he urge his norse more than he had already done.
He did not believe it would be necessary, for Major
1ras a splendid animal, posse;:;sed of wonderful speed and
staying qualities.
"They can't catch me," said Dick to himself.
In thinking thus he was evidently right, for his horse
began drawing away from those o~ the pursuing troopers.
The redcoats saw this and gave utterance to yells or
anger.
They kept up the pursuit, somewhat to Dick's surpri e,
and he made up his mind that the main army must be
somewhere ahead, and that the troopers expected to keep
him going until he reached the army, when he would be
captured.
The Liberty Boy wondered how far it wa: to the British encampment. If it was far enough so that there
would · be a crossroad that he could turn into he would
be all right ; but if not, then there woul be difficulty
in making bis escape.
On they went, the pursuers urging their horses to their
best speed, and Dick kept his hor e going well also.
Pre ently he came to a hill, and caught sight of the
British encampment.
It was only half a mile or so ahead.
There seemed to be no crossroad to get away on, and
Dick hardly knew: what to do.
He looked back, and noted tl;iat his pursuers were more
than a quarter of a mile behind.
"I think that I will have time to get away in the
timber," he told himself. "I'll try it, at any rate."
He dismounted, after bringing his horse to a stop, and
led Major into the timber.
He moved along as rapidly as possible, and felt pretty
confident that he could get away from the pursuing redcoats, in case they tried to follow him.
They did follow. When they came to the point where
Dick had dismounted they dismounted also, and then they
Jia-:tcned into the timber in pursuit.
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'l'hey did not take their 110rses, however, l~aving them
in charge of one of their number.
This gave them an advantage over Dick, for they could
• get along fa ter without. having to be bothered with horses
than he could with his horse.
, Still, he made very good speed, and a little later he
came to an old, unused road. He would be able to ride
here, and so, leaping into the saddle, he urged his horse
to a gallop.
The British came to the old road and, realizing that
they could not overtake the fugitive, they gave up the
chase, and made their way back to where they had left
their horses.
The Liberty Boy made hi~ way back along the road,
and found that it struck the main road at a point not far
from the home of Mary Dennison.
He did not care to ,go to the girl's house, however,
as he had no business there, so he kept straight on up the
road in the direction of W11ite Plains.
He had learned where the British encampment was, and
this w?s all he had set out to discover.·
He had reached the patriot enca.,mpment an hour and
a half later, and when he had attencled to his horse he
went to headquarters and made . his Teport to the commander-in-chief.
GeneTal Washington was glad to know just where the
British army was located.
• He knew just about when to look for the enemy by know'ing how far away it was.
He asked Dick a number of questions, which the youth
answered promptly and clearly.
·T hen Dick went to the Liberty Boys' quarters, and
found the youths taking things easy . .
They inquired regarding how he had made out in his
scouting expedition.
· He told them, and he told also about Frank Martin, who
wanted to become a member of the Liberty Boys company.
"That will be all right," said Bob; "we are always glad
to take in new 'members."
"Yes," 8aid Dick; "and he seems to be a fine fellow."
Next morning Frank Martin put in an appearance.
• He was given a hearty welcome by Dick.
"Do you wish to join the company now?" asked Dick.
"Yes," was the reply. "That is what I am here for."
"Very' well; you may consider yourself a member. Come,
·I will introduce you to the other boys."
Frank went with Dick and was introduced to the Liberty
Boys, who greeted him in a cordial manner.
"I hope you will like soldiering, FTank," said Bob
Estabrook.
"Oh, I think I will," was the reply.
"There is more work and hard knocks about it than
anything else."
"I won't mind that; I have been used to hard work all
my life, and I won't mind a felV hard knocks."
The Liberty Boy:; wanted to h.now when the British
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would attack the patriot army, but Dick could not "tell
them.
"We will simply have to wait and see what the enemy
does," he said. "The redcoats may make an attack in a
day or two, and they may not.'~
General Washington sent Dick out on a spying expedition that day, and the youth found that the British had
marched forward toward White Plains several miles.
He returned to the patriot encampment and made his
report.
General Washington was thoughtful for awhile, and then
said:
"If they keep on advancing at the same rate they will
get herfi? about the 28th--the day after to-morrow."
"That is what I should judge, sir," agreed Dick.
On the next day be went out again, and found. the
enemy much nearer to White Plains.
"I guess t" - general was right," he told himself; "the
British will appear before our encampment some time tomorrow--=-po~sibly in the morning. ''
He retumed and made his report.
The commander-in-chief thought that the enemy would
appear and make an attack on the morrow.
He at once called a council of war.
When the members of the staff had appeared at headquarters he laid the matter before them.
"'I think that we are to be attacked," he said; "and
the thing for us to do is to get ready to repulse the
enemy."
The others thought the same, and the only thing to
do was to arrange the details.
This they proceeded to do.
Each officer was given a certain portion of the work
to do, and when it .had all been planned out the council
broke up.
The officers went back to their respective quarters and
began the work of getting reads for the expected battle.
The Liberty Boys were well pleased. The idea of engaging in a battle was pleasing to them.
They would rather fight than eat any time.
Especially was this the case with Bob Estabrook and
Patsy Brannigan. The Irish youth, of course, was a
natural fighter; it was in the blood, and Bob Estabrook
happened to be endowed with the same kind of temperament.
None of the others were far behind these' two in that
respect, however; all delighted in engaging in battles with
the British.
The drum corps began making preparations to get in
its work.
· The youths tightened up the drumheads and otherwise
.
got ready for the fray.
Sure enough, the next morning the British appeared
before the patriot' encampment on Chatterton Hill.
They did not hesitate long, but advanced to the attack.
Soon the battle was raging.
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'.Pbe Liberty Boys went into the battle with a vim, and
fought to good effect.
The clrum corps got in some good work also, and the
:;pirited 111usic it made did µmch to encouq1ge not only
the Liberty Boys, but the entire pf!,triot ar:Qly.
The battle did not last long, for the British got the
worst of it, and retreated pack down the hill, leavi!lg
229 of their dead and wounded behind.
The patriots los~ HO, so the vict011' was pretty con·
clusive.
A little late1· the British sent a force up the hill µµder
the protectiQn of a fia.g of truce, and they carried
away their \rounded and buried their dead. The patriots had already attended to their wounded and buried
their dead.
The battle of White Plains was endeu, and the patriots had come out ahead.
All the soldier~ were well pleased, but perhaps ]lone
were better pleased than was the case with the Liberty
Boys.
1'hey were delighted, and they were pleased, also, with
·lhe good work done by the Liberty Boys' Drum Corps.
Soon after 1.he retreat of the British, and a£ter the
dead had been buried and the wounded attended to, an
orderly came to the Liberty Boys' quarters and told Dick
that the commander-in-chief wished to see him at headquarlers.
Of course Diok went at once.
When he got there General Washington greeted him
cordially.
"Sit down, Dick !" he invited.
The youth did so.
"I have sent for you in order that I might thank you
for the good work done by your Liberty Boys, Dick, and
also by the drum corps," the general said. "I am greatly
pleased, and want that you shall know it."
"Thank you, sir; I am glad that we have done work th.at
is pleasing to you."
"Well, just keep on the way you have been doing,
Dick, and everything will be all rigllt."
"We will do so, sir."
They talked awhile longer, and then Dick saluted and
went back to the Liberty Boys' quarters.
"What did the commander-ju-chief want. Dick?" asked
Bob Estabrook.
"He wanted to thank us for the good work we did in
the battle, Bob."
"Is that so, really?"
"Yes."
"Hµrrah ! The c:o111manqer-in-chie£ is all right, isn't
he?"
"Yes."
"Yah, he is all righd, und dot is so,' from Carl.
"Thot's roigbt," frpm f1ttsy; "aµ' qid he spajrn pii.rticularly av me, me bye?"
"I.can't say that he did, Patsy.;'
The Irish youth shook his head.
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"Shure, 1tn' Oi would ha v' thot he would h~v' had ;,oruethin' to say abhout me, begorra; iL'i:; rnesilf is dhe greatest
foighter in dhe pathriot arrumy."
"Yab, I don'd yos t'ink dot,'' froiu Carl. '' Yai abouid •
minesell ufs ?"
"You are all right, Uqrl, ., said Bob. "f atsy isn't any
•
more of a· :fighter than either of us."
":Qot is der trut '."
The youths quarreled good-naturedly for quite awhile.
"I hope the redcoat,; will mak(! another attack to-morrow," said Bob, presently.
A nm:µber of the youth1:1 said abo}1t lh.c iwme thing.
Perhaps the youths \rho were most pleased because of
the commander-in-chief's praise were the rnemb~rs of the
drum carpi:!. They were delighted, and made up their
minds that they would do goou work in every battle they
got into.

CHA.prfER

X.

SCAT'l 'ERIKG THE COW.BOYl:i AND SKINNERS.

"Good-morning, Dick."
"Good-mom ing, sir."
"1 have 1:1c11l for you, Dick, becaui::c l have ::;ome important work for you and your Liberty Boy~ lo do.'"
. "What is the work, sir?''
'' l will tell you. I have decided to march to North
Castle and establish n1y army there; l:mt I want to keep
watch of the British and learn what they inte~d doing;
so I am going to ask that you remain in this vicinity and
do this work."
"V 81}' well, sir."
'l'hree days had elapsed since the battle.
The British reniained in camp, but made no move toward
making another attack.
Genm-al Wa.shington got it into 11is head that General
Howe had sent away for reinforcement, and that when
ihese ~rrive!l a:p.other' attack would be made, and as the
positio11 here was not so strong as he w011ld have liked,
he had made up his mind to go to North Casile, where the
position 1y0Jlld be practically unassfilab1e.
He told Dick what he wanted, and the youth told him
that he TPight depend upon him to do the very best he
could .
"I kµow that, Dick," was the reply; "apd as sopn &s the
British make a decided 111ove you must let lll~ know."
"I wil1 do SQ, sir." '
That night the patriot army broke camp and marched
·1
away toward the north.
All but the Liberty Boys-they remained behind.
They moved from their position OJl. Chatterton ff ill, hqwever, anq encamped in the timlJef. a mile away toward the
'
northwest.
were safe from discovery by
they
that
folt
Here they
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the British, and they would be able to watch the enemy for awhile, and that they were to come and go as they
the s~imc.
pleased, the :vouth~ were delighted.
When the British learned that the patriot army had
"That ~uit ' me," ~aid Bob Estabrook; '·for then we
<'ntcuated the encampment during the night they were ,u r- ean go 1vlwre and when we please, and hunt np a,; much
trouble ns we care to .. ,
' pri8ec1; they were disappoin~ed as well.
General Hawe sent scouts to follow the army and , ec
"\\.ell, lam not eager to hunt ttouble," sai9. Dick'; "but
where' it was going, and when they returned and reported there arc numerous bands of cowboys aucl skinners in this
that the rebels had gone into camp at North Castle, and part 0 r the country, and they are particularly busy just
tlrnt the position was unassailable, General Howe held a now, robbing Tories and patriot,; alike, and we can make
council, and it was decided that they would not follow the some of these bands quit business."
patriots, but would return to the Hudson river, in the
"Yah, dot is so," from Carl Gookenspieler.
hope that General Washington might be enticed away from
"Shure, an' thot wull be good wurruk, r>ick, me bye,"
:North Castle.
said Patsy Brannigan.
Leaving the Liberty Boys in camp, Dick followed. the
"And after we get through doing that where will we
British, and he kept after them until they paused and go, Dick?" asked Mark Morrison.
went into camp near Dobbs Ferry.
"I don't know; wherever duty cal1s us."
Then he rode back to the Liberty Boys' encampment,
"4nd where is that likely to be?"
told them to remain where they were, after which he has"Hard telling; perhaps over into New Jersey."
tened on to North Castle.
After awhile Dick left the encampment and made his
General Washington was glad to see him.
way through the timber, going toward the south.
'~I k1tow you l1ave new& for me, or you would not be
He had gone perhaps two miles wl1C'n he came upon
here," he said.
a cabin in the depths of the timber.
, "You are right, sir," replied Dick; "I have ne.ws for you.
Smoke was issuing from the chimney, so Dick judged
The British have retired to the Hudson river, and have that the cabin was occupied.
gone into camp near Dobbs Ferry."
The occupants might be friends, and then again they
"So that is what they have done, eh?"
might be foes, and Dick approached the cabin cautious]~' ·
"Yes."
He approached from the rear, and when he reached thl'
':\.'he commander-in-chief was thoughtful for a few min- cabin he peered through a crack.
utes, and then he asked Dick a number of questions.
To his surprise, there were at lea~t a dozen men in
the
room.
The youth answered them promptly and clearly.
When he had finished asking questions General WashHe noted that they were rough looking men, and, beington called his orderly and told 11im to summon the lieving that they might be cowboys or ~kinner3, lw placed
officers of the staff.
hi-s ear to the crack and listened.
This was done, and when the commander-in-chief laicl
They were talking of robbing the home of a patriot
the matter befo're the officers they entered into a discussion who livecl,. µot fin away.
regarding what should be done.
Having learned this, Dick hastened back to the Liberty
It was decided, finally, to send 5,000 troops over into Boys' encampment.
New Jersey to a point not far from Hackensack. It was
He told them that he harl work for a ;;cbre of them,
decided, also, to send 3,000 troops up to Peekskill, to guarcl and a few minutes later twenty of thr ~·ouths were hastenthe entrance to the Highlands. General Lee, with 7,000 ing back through the timber in ihc direction of the cabi.n.
troops, was to remain at North Castle and be ready to coWhen they got there thC' skinners-for such were the
operate with the other forces at an hour's notice.
dozen men there--hacl taken tlwir departure. Dick had
General Washington decided to accompany the force that heard them mention the rH1rnc o! a patriot whose house
was to go over into New Jer8ey; but on further consider- they were going to rob, ho1n'n 1", and f.'rank "Martin knew
~~tion made up his mind to go, first, up the river and where the patriot Jived, and guided the youths hither.
reconnoiter a sight for the proposed fortress at West Point.
The skinners were at work. helping themselves to :::uch
The commander-in-chief told Dick that he could take the stuff as took their fancy.
Liberty Boys and act independently :for awhile, as there
At a signal from Dick the Liberty Boys rushed forward
was work that could be done by a small party.
and leveled their muskets at Uw scoundr0l".
This suited Dick exactly, and he knew' that it would
"Surrender!" cried Dick. ":::lurrencler, or die!"
please the Liberty Boys as well.
This rather took the skinners by surprise; they stared in
He thanked General Washington, anc1 later on· he took paralyzed amazement.
his departure.
1 Then of a sudden their leader made a dash around the
Two hours later he arrived at the Liberty Boys' en- corner of the cabin. 'l'he others followed, and the Libcampment.
erty Boys, not wislting to let the scoundrels get off free,
. When he told them that they were to act independently , fired a· volley. ·
ju~l
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Two of the skinners fell dead, and another was wounded,
but not so bad but what he could keep on running.
The patriot settler, a :Mr. Morton, was delighted by the
. turn affairs had taken.
(
"I am much obliged to you, young men," he said; "but
for your coming I should have been robbed of pretty much
c,·erything I have that• is of any value at all."
"You are more than welcome, sir," said Dick; "we have
done only our duty."
f
"Who are those scoundrels, anyway?" asked Bob Estabrook; "do they live anywhere around here?"
"No; they are hunters and rovers," said Mr. Morton;
"they have no settled home, but move around. They make
their living now by .robbing the settlers."
"Well, l'rn not sorry that we killed a couple of them,
then," said Dick.
Mr. Morton brought a spade, and a grave was dug, and
the two dead skinners were placed in it and covered over.
Mr. Morton knew Frank Martin, and the two talked
together a few minutes, after which the Liberty Boys took
their departure.
When they reached the encampment the other youths
wanted to hear the news.
The twenty who had had the plea.sure of putting the
skinners to flight told the rest about it.
Next day the Liberty Boys had moved their encampment
down to the neighborhood of Frank Martin's home. It
was also near the home of Mary Dennison.
Frank was given permission to go home and see his
mother, and also go to the Dennison home and see Mary.
"I know how it is myself, Frank," said Dick; "make
the most of your present opportunities, for we may go
over into New Jersey before long, and then you won't have
a chance to see your mother or sweetheart."
"Mary isn't my sweetheart, Dick," said Frank.
The Liberty Boy commander smiled.
"Yes, she is, but you don't know it," he Raid; "you will
awaken to a realization of the fact one of these days."
"Perhaps so; you may be right, Dick," with a thoughtful air; "but we have been together all our lives, and it
seems to me as though we feel toward each other just 1ik~
brother and sister."
"I think that you will find that you are more than
that, Frank."
Like a dutiful son, Frank went home and saw his mother
, first, and then he went over to the Dennison home and.
saw Mary ana her mother.
He had not been away from Mary very long, but it was
long enough so that when he saw her he made up his
mind that she was the prettiest, sweetest girl he ever
saw.
He remcmb<:rrcl what Dick had said, too, ancl made up his
mind that t hcrr 1rnR a possibility that there was truth in
the Liberty Roy"s ,:b1te111rnt to the effect that he (Frank)
loved Marv nnc1 did not know it.
1
He rnaclc np hi~ minr1 that he would tell her that he
loved hrr hrfor,r he left that pnrt of the country.
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"I'm not going to let any of the other boys around
here get ahead of me,» he told himself.
He. kept his word to himself so well that he told Mary'
before he went away that time, and he was delighted when
the girl told him that she loved him and would be hi~
wife when he got through soldiering.
They talked quite awhile, and then Frank gave his sweetheart a hug and some kisses and went back to the encampment.
"How is your mother, Frank?" asked Dick.
"She is well, Dick."
"And how is Mary?" with a smile.
"She is well."
"And happy?"
Frank smiled, and then said:
"¥es, I think she is; she seemed to be, at any rate."
Dick eyed the youth keenly.
"I believe you told her something, old fellow," he said.
Frank blushed and looked slightly confused. Then he
nodded and said :
'
"You are right; I did tell her something, Dick."
The other Liberty Boys had some knowledge of the state
of affairs, and began joking Frank and asking him if he
intended inviting them to the wedding.
He took their chaffing good-naturedly, and said that
they should au have invitations.
"Und ven vill dose veddings dake blace ?" asked Carl
Gookenspieler.
"Not until after the war ends," said Frank. "I am into
this thing to the :finish."
"That's the way to talk," said Bob Estabrook. "Work
before pleasure every time, Frank, my boy."
The youths put 1n a week moving about, this way and
that, and in that time they scattered four bands of cowboys and skinners to the four winds.
"We have done very well," said Dick.
"Yes," agreed Bob, "but we might have done better."
"You are never satisfied, old man," with a smile; "you
are always wanting to have more than comes to you n·a turally."
"I guess I am, Dick."
"Yes, there is no doubt regarding that."
"Bhob is loike mesilf, he niver ghets enough foightin',
begorra," said Patsy.
"Say, Dick, it seems as though we members of the drum
corps are not getting a fair chance to show what we can
do." said Tom Wentworth.
''I've been thinking of that, Torn ; and I guess that we
will make a move of some kind soon that will give you a
chance to do something."

I

CHAPTER XL
IN NEW JERSEY.

"Get ready to break camp, boys."
"Are we going to leave here, Dick?"
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"Yes, and rfght away.H
"Good ! Where are ·we going?"
"We will go down south, toward Fort Washington."
"Do you think the British are going to attack the fort,
Dick?"
> "It wouldn't. surprise me, Bob."
"Jove, I hope that if they do we will get there in time
to take a hand in the battle.''
It was eaxly morning, and the Liberty Boys had just
finished eating their breakfast.
·
When they learned that they were to break camp and
go down toward Fort Washington they were well pleased,
for there did not seem to be much for them to do in this
part of the country.
They began to break camp right away, for they were
eager to get away.
This did not take them very long, for there was not
much to do.
When they were ready they mounted their horses and
rode away toward the south.
They made very good tiIµe, for they were not afraid of
encountering any redcoats this far north.
When they got down to within two miles of Fort Washington, however, they slackened the speed of their horses.
They- proceeded cautiously now, for there was danger o·f
running upon some redcoats at almost any moment.
When they were about a mile from the fort they were
surprised by hearing .the sound of musketry, mingled with
which was the deeper booming of cannon.
"Jove, Dick, I believe the British have attacked the
fort already!" exclaimed Bob.
"It would seem so, Bob."
"Well, let's hurry up and get into the affair,. Dick!"
"Very well; but we had better leave our horses here,
had we not?"
"I judge so."
The order was given to dismount and tie their horses,
and the youths hastened to obey.
"Now forward," ordered Dick; "members of the drull?corps, are you ready?"
"Yes, Dick," was the reply.
•
The· youths marched away at a double-quick.
They did not fear encountering any redcoats until they
got near the fort, for the enemy would be busy there.
Presently they came in sight of the fort.
Sure enough, a battle was in progress.
\....
"Forward, Liberty Boys !" cried Dick. ·
The youths were perfectly willing to 00ey the order.
They dashed up the slope toward the fort.
As they were approaching from the rear the redcoats
did not notice them, so the youths were enabled to get quite
close, close enough, indeed, so that they could fire a volley
with considerable effect.
J
"Fire !" cried Dick.
The youths obeyed instantly.
Crash ! Roar !
The volley rang out loudly.
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This came as a surp1:ise to the redcoats. They had not expected an attack from the rear.
At thi s moment the drum corps began.
It was the firEt opportunity the members of the ,drum
corps had had to do any work for quite awhile, and they
made the most of it.
They pounded the dJ11ms for all they were worth. They
made lots of noise.
There was very good harmony in their drumming, also.
The music had an enthusing effect upon the Liberty
Boys.
The Liberty Boys fired two volleys from their pistols.
They . were close to the enemy, and the volleys were
quite effective.
A number of the redco.a ts fell dead and wounded.
This was doing good work, but Dick wished to do even
better.
He knew his Liberty ~oys would be glad to do anything
he ordered them to, no matter how desperate it might
seem, and so now he ordered them to charge.
Forward dashed the Liberty Boys straight at the redcoats.
Dick Slater was in the lead, and he seemed to be utterly
fearless and bear a charmed life.
The drum corps was close at hand, and the music of
the drums seemed to inspire the youths to deeds of recklessness and daring.
Ov~r all waved the starry flag.
They tore the ranks of the British-who had faced about
to meet the youths-to pieces, and caused great demoralization in the ranks of the enemy.
It soon became patent to Dick, however, that they would
have to retreat or be captured; so he gave the command,
and the Liberty Boys retreated back down the slope.
It was fortunate for them that they had ripped the
rank; of the redcoats up to such an extent as they had,
for they were thus enabled to get away before a volley could
be fired at theni.
'
When they ·were at a safe distance they paused.
"Why didn't .you let us keep on fighting, Dick?" asked
Bob, in a disappointed voice.
HBecause I saw it would be folly," was the reply. "Had
we remained there we would have been captured."
"Then you think the British are going to capture the
fort?"
"I am sure of it."
"Jove, that will be bad!"
"Yes, so it will; but it can't be helped."
"I suppose not."
"No; the British outnumber the garrison five to one,
and the result. is inevitable."
"Well, we did some good work, anyway."
"So we did."
"And the drum corps did some good work, too," said
Mark Morri(>on.
1
"That's right; so· it did," from Sam Sanderson.
"I am glad that you think so," said Torn Wentworth.
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"Well, we couldn't get along without the drum corps
uow," said Bob Estabrook.
''No, indeed," said Mark.
" What are we to do now?" asked Bob Estabrook.
"That is the question," said Dick.
T'hey then took account 0£ the number of men that
they had lost, and it was found that three uiberty Boys had
been killed and five wounded, though none of these were
wounded severely.
The wounds were attended to, and th~n . the youth~
moved back a little :farther.
"There can be no doubt regarding the matter. The
British are going to capture the fort," said Dick; "and
it would be suicidal for us to venti:tTellp there again.''
'."Phey wo\ild capture us i£ we did," i:;aid Mark Morrison.
"Quite likely, Mark."
'"l'hen the best thing we can do is to go back to where
'~e left our horses," said Sam Sanderson.
"I think we may a.s well do so," said Did;:.
"Let's wait here until the battJe end~," ::;aid Bob.
"All right."
'rhey did so; and they did not have Jong 1o wait, either.
'l'he battle was over in less than half an hour.
'l''he British had captured the entire garrison.
'l'his ended the matter, so ·f ar as the youths were concerned.
They knew ther was now no reason why they shoulfl
remain longer in the vicinity.
So they set out and made their wa.y back to where they
had left their horses.
Here they paused again, and talked the situation over.
Where should they go, and what should they do?
These were the questi.ons.
After they had talked the matter over for awhile Dick
said:
"l j uuge that the best thing for us to do is to go over
into NP\r ,Tersey and jpin the army near Hackensack_.''
"That's the thing to do, Dick,'' from Bob.
The order wa,,; given to mount, and the youths obeyed.
Then they rode northward ::;everal mile;:, after which
they turned toward the west.
"Where are we headed for now, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Dobbs Ferry."
"That's so; there is a ferry there. i~n't there?"

"Yes.''

The youths reached the ri,·er at la~t, and the ferryman
began the work of taking them across.
It required a number of trip,;. but they 1rere all across
at last.
Thel,1. they set out in a ,;outherly direction.
By riding hard they managed to reach the patriot encampment before dark.
'!'hey were given a welcome by the soldiers.
When the soldiers learned that the youths had taken
part in the battle of Fort Washington they inquired eagerly about it.
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The Liberty Boys told all they· knew, am1 their :;Lory
1rns listened to wiLh interest.
WhiJe they were talhing a messenger came i.o lhc encampment and went to Dick Slater and told him that lhe
commander-in-chief wished to see him at Fort Lee Tight
,uway.
The two set out at once.
An hour later they fl.nired at Fort Lee.
Dick went ~traight to the house occupied by the comrnander-in-chief as headquarters.
He found Washington the:r;:.e, in company with General
Greene.
They both greeted Dick cordially.
"I hear that you aud your Liberty Boys were engaged
in the battle over at .l!'ort Wp.shington, Dick," saiu Ueneral Washington.
·
"So we were, sir."
'"!'ell me all about it, my boy."
'l'he youth did so.
He told the story 0£ the baltlc as he had observM it.
The two generals listened with interest and lhe close,,t
atteri ti on.
The youth gave them more information than they had as
'
yet been able to ·~ecure.
When they had become possessed of all 'the information
it was in Dick's power to give they held a consultation.
"I think that it will be best to evacuate this fort, General Greene," said the commander-in-chief at last. "General Howe will turn his attention in this direction at once.
and if your garrison remains here it will be caught like a
rat in a trap."
"I am re.ady to do whatever you wi;;b, your excellency,'' \
said General Greene.
"Very well; then I sugge:>t that you give the command
for the members of the garrison io g.el ready to evacuale. ''
''When shall ire ieave here-in the morning?"
"Wei(- it will be best to get ready to leaYe in the morning, should it become nece sary to do so."
.
"I will haYe everything in readiness tiO that we may
leave early in the morning if we wish to do so," was the
reply.
'l'hen the commander-in-chief turned to Dick.
"You may do some scouting and spying to-night. niy
boy, if you like," he said. "I think the enemy will cro::;'<
the ri rer before morning."
"I shall be glad to do so, your excellency," said Dick.
A little later he took his leave and went back to ·the
patriot encampment.
He" then made such arrangements as he wished. after
which he left the encampment and made his way over
toward the river.
He watched that night, but did not see anything of the
British.
He went to Fort Lee and reported to the comruanderin-chief, who told him that he had done well, and that a
i:;py would be sent to watch during the daytime.
"T·hen you can watch to-night again," he said.
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.
·'\'ery well, sir; I will go to the encampment and get

.;ome sleep."
'l'he Liberty Boys slept part of the day, and that evening \vent back to :B'ort Lee, reported to the commander-in~ chief, and then went away on another spying expedition.
''Watch cldsely, Dick," were the last wol'ds spoken td the
youth by the commander-in-chief; "I am of the opinioh
that the British will cross the river to-night, and if they
do we wish to l1ave early information of the fact.''
"I will watch closely, sir," was Dick's reply j "and if
Lhe British eross the river I will cotne and inform you of
the fact promptly."
I

CHAPTER XII.
THE RETREAT THROUGH NEW JERSEY,

''There they come!"
l t was pa t midnight on the night of the 19th of N 04
vember.
'rhe Liberty Boy was ensconced on a bluff overlooking the
Hudson river.
It was a lovely moonlight night, and it was possible to
see almost as plainly as would have been the cdse in the
daytime.
The youth had been watching closely, antl at last liad
been rewarded by seeing three or four boats push off from
the cast shore.
The boats were good-sized ones, and were filled with
men.
That the men were British soldiers, Dick clld not have
any doubt; but he wished to be sute, and he stole dawn
to the shore at a point close to where he thought it likely
the boats would land, and waited.
When the boats reached the shore ab.d the meh disembarked Dick saw that they were indeed British soldiers.
This was all he needed to know.
It w11s his business to get back to the fort with the information.
He set out at once, and two hours later was at his destination.
He told the orderly that he wished to see General Washington, and the drderly said he would awaken the commander~in-chief and tell him that Dick was there.
The orderly returned presently, and told Dick that the
commander-in-chief would see him in a few minutes.
A little while afterward General Washington appeared,
and he greeted Dick cordially.
"You have news, I suppose?" he said.
"Yes, sir; the British are crossing the river."
"So I judged. How far up the stream is it to where
they are making the crossing?"
"About five miles."
"Then they will be here soon after daybreak?"
"It is more than likely that they will."
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"I am glnd that you brought me the information in
tin1e. The garrison must be aroused and the evacuation
made at once.''
It wa~ now past three o'clock in the morning.
When they were ready they marched awaw from the fort
and heatlcd in the direction of the main patriot encamp~
ment near Hackensack.
'I'he British had made a quick crossing, and were on hand
soon after daybreak.
'I'hey had gone io Fort Lee, had fotmd it evacuated, and
had promptly come in pursuit of the fleeing garrison.
They came on so quickly that it became necessary to
give them battle.
This just suited the Liberty Boy~, and they took up their
position at the rear of the patriot army, where the attack
would be made by the British.
The drum corps got ready for business also.
Presently the British came in sight.
On they came, closer and closer.
The Liberty Boys got ready to receive them.
So did the oiher soldiers, so far as that was concerned,
but as the Liberty Boys were nearer to the British they
would get the first chance at them.
Soon the British were within musket-shot distance.
"Ready, boys!" said Dick; "take good aim, and when
I give the word, fire."
The youths leveled their muskets and took careful aim.
Dick waited until he was sure that he had taken good
aim, and then he gave the co.m mand:
"l!~ire I"
·
The Liberty Boys obeyed instantly.
Crash ! Roar !
'The volley rang out loudly.
A number 0£ the British fell dead and wounded.·
'rhen the Liberty Boys proceeded to reload their muskets,
while the soldiers. back of them fired a volley.
They dropped a number of the redcoats dead and
wounded.
But it did not stop the enemy. The British were in
such numbers that they felt they could advance and.
overwhelm the patriots, and they were eager to do this.
But the patriot soldiers had broken camp hastily, and
were moving away as rapidly as possible.
Those at the rear retreated and fought the British as they
went.
The Liberty Boys remained at the extreme . rear 0£ the
army, and kept up as rapid a. fire on the British as they
could. •They did more. to disconcert the enemy than all the
ether soldiers together.
This was the beginning of the great retreat through
New Jersey, a ret\eat that has become famous, because of ·
the suffering to which the patriot soldiers were exposed.
It was now cold weather, and the ground was frozen.
Many q£ the soldiers had scarcely half enough clothing,
and a great number were but little more than half shod;
indeed, they -were almost bareiooted.
This made it terribly hard on them, and it has been
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stated that it would have been possible to track the army
by the bloodstains on the ground, from the bleeding feet
of the soldiers.
All day long the retreat and pursuit went on, and at
night the patriots went into camp on a knoll, from where
they would be able to make a good fight in case they were
attacked in the nighttime.
'rhey were not attacked that night, and the next day the
chase went on as before.
This was kept up day after day, till the patriot army got
across the Raritan River.
Here the army stopped, and the bridge across the river
was de~troyed.
"That will delay the British a day or two," said General
Washington, "and it will give our men a-chance to rest up."
" And it will give us a chance to get some provisions,"
said General Greene.
"So it will."
This was jrn;t the work the T.1iberty Boys delighted in,
and they at once set out to secure some provisions.
'.rhey made their way along until they came to the home
of a man who seemed to be well-to-do, for he had a goodsized house, a large barn and a number of outhouses, such
a~ smokehouse, granary, etc.
Here they helped themselves to a lot of provisions of various kinds.
"
When they had secured all they could well carry away,
they rode back to the encampment and turned the provisions
over to the commissary department to be apportioned out.
Tlie patriots remained here one day, resting; then they
set out again · and made their way southeastward toward
the Delaware River.
The British got across the Raritan as soon a.s they could,
and came on in pursuit, but they failed to catch the patriots, who secured all the boats for ten miles up· and clown
the river, and crossed over to the Pennsylvania side.
When the British got to the river they found that there
. were no boats to be had, and they were forced to go to camp.
A portion of their force took possession of Trenton, while
.the other portion went down to Burlington, about seven
miles distant.
·
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Iit necessary, for they knew the broad waters of the Delaware
·was rolling between them and the enemy.
•
The J4iberty Boy spent that night and the next day in
Trenton, and then on the following night he slipped out
and away again.
•
He found his boat where he had left it-he had been careful to leave it well hidden- and getting in he rowed across
the river.
An hour later he was in the encampment making his report to General Washington.
The news he gave the great man resulted in the crossing
of the Delaware on Christmas night by General Washington and 2,500 troops, and the capture of Trenton and 1,000
troops, mostly Hessians.
The Liberty Boys' Drum Corps did good work on this occasion, in spite of the fact that it was a cold, blustery
morning, w1th _the snow flying.
In fact the drum corps did good work all through the
war.
It helped enthuse the Liberty. Boys aT/.d urge them on
in battle, and it helped the other soldiers as well-those
who were not members of the Liberty Boys' company.
George Welburn, the ex-m~rine who had deserted from
the British warship and joined the Liberty Boys' company,
remained with the youths throughout the war, and when
it ended he became an American citizen by adoption, and
spent the rest of his life in this country, marrying and
living happily.
Frank Martin was married to Mary Dennison as soon as
the war was ended.
Dick Slater met Victor Le Salle again at a later period,
and learned that the Frenchman was indeed a secret representative of the French government, and that he was doing all he could to get the French government to espouse
the patriot cause.
This was done later on, with good results, for the French
soldiers did good work at Yorktown, where Cornwallis was
forced to surrender, this virtually ending the war.
The Liberty Boys and their drum corps were in evidence
at Yorktown also. They did splendid work there, as they
had done everywhere else.

All i.his time the Liberty Boys had been doing good work.
THE END.
They were mounted, and so were enabled to scour the country around for provisions for the troops.
The next number ( 179) of "The Liberty Boys of '76"
And now that they had gone into what seemed likely to
be winter quarters, they went at this work as a steady thi:iig. . will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AND THE GUN- .
One afternoon General Washington sent for Dick and MAKER; or, THE BATTLE OF STONY POINT," by,.
0
told him that he would. like to learn what the enemy-~was Harry Moore.
.
doing and what they intended doing, if possible.
The youth said he would make the attempt to find out
what the commander-in-chief wanted to know.
He went to the river as soon :tS it was dark, and getting
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238 Twenty Years on an Island; or, The Story of a Castaway. By
·
Wilson.
H.
Thos.
Capt.
239 Colorado Carl : or, The King of the Saddle. By An Old Scout.
240 Hook and Ladder Jack, the Daring Young Fireman. By Ex-Fire
Chief Warden.
241 Ice-Bound ; or, Among the Floes. By Berton Bertrew.
242 Jack Wright and His Ocean Sleuth-Hound ; or, Tracking an Un·
der-Water Treasure. By "Noname."
243 Th e F ata l Glas s ; or, The Traps and Snares of New York. A
True Temperan ce St ory. By Jno. B. Dowd.
244 The Maniac E nginee r : or, A Llf-e's Mystery. By Jas. C. Merritt.
2,15 Jack Wright and His Electric Locomotive; or, The Lost Mine of
Dea t h Valley. By "Noname."
246 The '.l'en Boy Scouts. A Story of the Wild West. By An Old
fir.out .
24 7 Young Hickory, the lilpy ; or, Man, Woman, or Boy. By Gen'!
·
Jas. A. Gordon.
248 Di ck Bangl e, the Boy Actor. By N. 8. Wood (The Young Aroerl·
can Actor ).
249 A New York Boy In the Soudan; or, The Mahdi 's Slave. By Bow·
ard Austin.
25 0 Jack Wrigh t and His Electric Balloon Ship; or, · 30,000 Leagues
Above the E art h. By " Noname."
251 The Game-.Cock of Deadw9od. A Story of the Wiid Northwest.
By Jas C. Merritt.
252 Harry H ook, t he Boy Fireman of No. 1; or, Always at His Post.
By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
253 The Waifs of New York. By N. s. Wooda (The Young American
A t )
c or ·
. 254 Jack Wright and His Dandy of the Deep; or, Driven Afloat in the
Sea of F ire. By "Noname."
255 In the Sea of Ice; or, The Perils of a Boy Whaler. By Berton
Bertrew.
256 MaCI Anthony Wayne, the Hero of iltony Point. By Gen'!. Jae.
A. Gordon.
257 The Arkansas Scout; or, Fighting the Redskins. By An Old
Scont.
258 Jack Wright's Demon of the Plains; or, Wild Adventures Among
the Cowboys.
259 The Merry Ten ; or, The Shadows of a Social Club. By Jno. B.
0
260 Da~ D~iver, the Boy Engineer of the Mountain Express; or,
Railroading on the Denver and Rio Grande.
· 261 Silver Sam of Santa Jj'e ; or, The Lions' 'l'reasure Cave. BY An
Old Scout.
262 Jack Wright and Hrs Electric Torpedo Ram; or, The Sunken
City of the Atlantic. By "Noname."
By
263 The Rival Schools; or, Fighting for the Championship.
Allyn Draper.
By
Ocean.
the
on
Adventures
or,
264 Jack Reefh the Boy Captaill;
Capt. T os. H. Wilson.
265 A Boy in Wall Street; or, Dick Hatch, the Young Broker. By
H . K. Shackleford.
266 Jack Wright and 'his Iron-Clad Air Motor; or, Searching for a
Lost Explorer. By "Noname."
267 The Rival Base - Ball Clubs ; or, The Champions of Columbia
,
Academy. By Allyn Draper.
268 Tile Boy Cattle King; or, Frank Foraham's Wild West Ranch.
By an Old Scout.
269 Wide Awake Will, The Plucky Boy Fireman of No: 3; o~, Fight·
Ing the Fla.mes for Fame and Fortune. By ex-Fire Chief Warden.
270 Jack Wright and Hie Electric Tricycle ; or, Fighting the Stran·
glers of the Crimson Desert. By "Noname."
271 The Orphans of New York. A Pathetic Story of a Great City.
By N. S. Wood (the Young American Actor).
272 Sitting Bull's Last Shot; or, The Vengeance of an Indian Policeman. By Pawnee Bill.
273 The Haunted House on the Harlem; or, The Mystery of a MissIng Man. By Howard Austin.
274 Jack Wright and His Ocean Plunger; or, The Harpoon Hunters
of the Arctic. By "Noname."
275 Claim 33; or, The Boys of the Mountain. By Jas. C. Merritt.
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278 The Road to Ruin; or, The Snares and TemptatLons of New
York. By Jno. B. Dowd.
277 A Spy at 16 ; or, Fighting for Washington and Liber ty. By
Gen' l Jas. A. GordQn.
278 Jack Wright's !!' lying Torpedo ; or, The Black Demons of Dis mal
Swamp. By " Noname."
279 High Ladder Harry, The Young F ireman of Freeport; or, Al· '
wa ys a t t he '.l'op. By Ex-Frre Chief Warden.
280 100 Chests of Gold ; or , The Aztecs' Buried Secret. By R icha rd
R. Montgomery.
281 Pat Malloy; or, An Irish Boy's Plu ck and Luck. By Allyn
Draper.
282 Jack Wright and B il! El ectric Sea Ghost ; or, A Strange Under
Water Journey . By "Noname."
283 Sixty Mlle Sam : or, Bound to be on Time. By Jas. C. Merritt.
284 83 Degrees North Lat itude; or, the Handwriting in the Iceberg.
By Howard Austin .
285 Joe, The Actor's Boy ; or, Famous at Fourteen. By N. S. Wood
(the Young ') meri can Actor.)
For 5 Years ; or, '!'he Mystery of a Madhouse. Ry Allyn
286 Dead
Draper.
or, 'l.'he Youngest Oper a tor In Wall Street. Hy
287 BrokerK. Bob;
Shackl efo rd.
H.
e ome on th e B ord er. B Y A n Old
M kl
p d
288 B
ar s; or, · a ng a
oy
Scout.
289 The •rwenty Doctors ; or, the Mystery of the Coast. By Capt.
Tpos. H . Wiison.
290 The Boy Cavalry licout ; or, Life In the Saddle. By Gen'!. J as.
A. Gordon.
291 The Boy Firemen ; or, "Stand by the Machine." By Ex-Fire Chief
Warden.
Allyn
292 Rob, ,the Runaway ; or, From Omce Boy to Partner. By
.
Draper.
Boy in New York A True
293 The Shattered Glass; or, A Country
Temperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
294 Lightning Lew, the Boy Scout ; or, Perils in the West. By Gen '!.
Jas. A. Gordon.
House on the Rock ; or, The Gliosts of Ballentyne Hail.
295 The Gray
By Jas. c. M-erritt.
Poor Boy's Fight: or, The H ero of the School. By Howard
296 A Austin.
297 Captain Jack Tempest ; or, The Prince of the Sea. By Capt. Thoe.
H. Wll11<>n.
298 Billy Button, the Young Clown and Bareback Rider. By Berton
Bertrew.
299 An Engineer at 16; or, The Prince of the Lightning I!lxpresa. B7
Jas. C. Merr!tt.
300 To the North Pole In a Balleon. By Berton Betrew.
301 Kit Carson's Little Soout; or, The Renegade's Doom. By An Old
Scout.
302 From the Street; or, The Fortunes of a Bootblack. By N. S. Wood
the Young American Actor ).
303 Old Putnam's Pet; or, The Young Patriot Spy. A Story o! the
Revolution. By Gen. Jas. A. Gordon.
304 The Boy Speculators of Brookton; or, Million a ire~ at Nineteen.
By Allyn Draper.
305 Rob Rudder, the Boy Pilot of the Mississippi. · BY Howard Austin.
306 The Downwai;a Path; or, The Road to Ruin . A True Temperance
Story. By H . K. Shackleford .
7 Up From the Ranksz.. or. From Corporal to General. A Story of the
Great Rebellion. tly Gen'! Jas. A. Gordon.
30 8 Expelled From School; or, The Rebels of Beechdale Academy. By
Allyn JJraiier
so 9 Larry the Lite Saver; or, A Born Fireman. By Ex·Fire Chief Warden.
31 o The B~and of Siberia; or, The Boy Tracker of the Steppes. By Allan
.
.
Arnold.
SI 1 Across the Continent with a Circus; or, The Twin Riders of the Rmg.
B;i' Berton Bertrew.
312 On Board a Man-of-War; or, Jaok Farragut in the U.S. 'Navy. By
Capt. Thoe. IL Wilson.
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THE STAG E.

,

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety o.f the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is' complete without
this wonderfu l little book.
No. -!2. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER <;ontai?ing a varied asso,rt~ent of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
und Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse'
rnen t and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
ry
Eve
~XD JOKE B<?OK.;--Sometbing new and very instructive.
boy. shou ld obtam this ~ook. as it contains full instructions for orgamzrng a n amateur mrnstrel troupe.
No. 65. 1\1 (.TLDOON 'S JOKES.-Tbis is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
<:~mtains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc.. oi
'.I:errence i\Iul doon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Bvery boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immed ia tely,
No. 79. HO'W TO J.lECOi\IE AN ACTOR.-Containing complete instructions how to make up for val'ious characters on the
stag'e ; together with the duties of the Stage i\Ianager, Prompter
l::ice!1ic Artist_ and Property !\Ian. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
JSo. 80. GlS WILLIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popu lar Ge rman comedian. Sixty-four pages : handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the authoi·.

No: 31. HOW T9 .BECOME A SPEAKER .-Containing fourteen 1l,lustrat1ons, g1vmg the differe11t positions 'requisite to become
a good tipeaker, read-er and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
aU the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the most
simple and concise mariner possible.
No. 49 . .HOW '1'0 DI'JBATE<.-Giving rules for conducting d~
bates, outlines for debates, questious for discussion and the best
sou rces for procuring information on the questions given.

S OCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-Thc arts and wiles of flirtation ar&
fully Pxpl"uined by this little book. Besides t he various met hods of
lrn.r.dkerchie f,. fan . glove. parasol, wir1dow and bat flirtation, rt con!amsa .foll list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which is
m.te1·est 1ng to everybody, both old an~ young. You cannot be happy
·
without one.
new and handsome
No. 4. HOW 'l"O DANCE is the title of
li_ttie .book just i~suecl ~Y lPrank Tousey. lt co ntain s full instruct10ns m the art ot dau<'mg, etiquette in the ba!l-room and at parties,
_how to drrss, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
·'
·
dances.
No. ~· HOW TQ MA~\:~ LOVJP.-A C!>mplcte guid~ to love, co m·t~ h1p and ma!T1age. g1vmg: sensible advice, _rules and etiquette
to be ohsen·ed, with many curious and mterestmg things not gentra lly known.
No. 17. f!:OW •ro DRESS.-Contaiuing full instruction in the
art of <lressrng and appearing well at home and abroad giving the
sele;.tions of colors, material. and how to have them made up .
.No. 18. HOW 'l'O BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
b~ i ghtest and. most va lu able little books ner given to the world.
GARDEN.-Containing
No. 16. HOW 'l' O KEEP A WINDOW
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautifu l, both male and
full instru ctions fo 1· constructing a window garden either· in town fema le. 'l'he secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
o r country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
B I RDS AND ANIMALS .
No. 30. HOW '1'0 COO K.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published.' I t con tains rec ipes for cooking meats. containing full inst ructions for the management and train ing of the
fish, game. and oyste1·s; a lso pies, puddings, cakes and a ll kinds of canary. mockingbird, bobolink. blackb ird, paroquet. parrot, etc.
pastry, and a gr'and collect ion of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illusNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Urofraw.
e\·erybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you bow to
No. 40. HOW 'l'O l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hints
make almost auything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to cntch moles, wease ls, otter, rats. squirrels and birds..
brackets , cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
·
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANil\IALS. -A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- va luable book, giving instructions in collecting, prepal'ing, mountinr
s cription of the wo1u.lerfu l uses of electricity and e lectro magnetism ; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
.
together with foll instructions for making Electric Toys. Batteries,
Ko. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PEJTS.-Giving cometc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D . Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping
· taming, breeding. and managing all kinds of pets: also giving fuli
lustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- jnstructi.ons for m~kin~ cages, etc. Fully explained b~· twenty-eight
taining full Jirections for making electrical mach ines, induction 1llustrat1ons, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind ever
coi ls. dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. B ennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLAN EOUS .
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRI CAL TRICKS.-Containing a
No. 8. HOW TO Bi<:COi\IE A SCIENTIST.-A useful and inlarge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also extogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in acoustics. mechanics. mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. This
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW .TO BECOl\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO :\\!AKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making a ll kinds of candy, ice-cream. sy rups, essences. etc., etc.
No. 19.-FRANK 'l'OUSEY'S UN ITED STATES DISTANCE
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
art, and c r·eate any amount of fun for himself and fri ends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COl\fPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving the
official distances on a ll the railroads of the United States and
greatest book ('Yer published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
ports. hack
No. 20. HOW TO E NTERTAI N AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to fo1·eign
very valuable little book just published. A com plete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census. etc., etc., makinr
of games, sports, card divers ions. comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most co mplf~te and hand~· books published
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOCR OWN DOCTOR.-A wonfor parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical information in the
money than an~· book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\IES.-A. complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
book, cont11ining the rules and r~gu la tio n s of billiards, bagatelle, family . Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints .
. backgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-ConNo. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRU:\IS.-Qontaining all
valuable information r ega rding the collecting and arranging
taining
catches
curious
the leading conund rnms of the day, amusing riddles,
of stamps an<l coins. Handsomely illustrati:-d.
and witt~· sayings.
HOW 'rO BE A DETECTIYE. -By Old King Brady,
58.
Ko.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY .CARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, g-iving the rule;; and full directions fo1· playing Euch re.. Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage. Casino, Fort.v-Five, Rounce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, an<l also relates some adventures
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known dete<'tives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-ContainNo. 66. HOW TO DO P UZZLES.-Containin.g over three hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A in g useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
aJso how to make Photogr·a phi c l\fagi c Lantern Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomel y illust rated. By Captain W . De W.
Abney.
ETIQUETTE .
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT : OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
full explanations bow to gain admittance,
CADET.-Containing
know
to
desires
:iis a great life secret, an d one t hat every young man
course of Study, Fl:rnminations. Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
·
• :i.11 about. There's happiness in it.
Fire Department, and all a boy should
egnlations.
R
Police
Guard,
No. 38. HOW 'TO REHA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette
~of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled an<l written by Lu Senarens, author
~~pea rillg to good advan tage at parties, balls, the theatre, c hurch, and of "How to B eC'omP a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO P.ECO:'IIE A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in\n the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Nava l
Academy. Al~o co ntaining the course of instruction. description
DECLAMATION .
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings. historical sketch. and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular sele~tions in use. comprising Dutch should know to be<'ome an officer in the United States ·Navy. Comdialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become a
·
West Point Military Cadet."
with many standard readings.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF . '76.

.

A. Weekly Magazine containing Stories of t he American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.

These stories a.re based on a.ctua.l facts a.nd give a. faithful
a.ccount of the ·exciting a.d ventures of a. bra. ve band of American
youths who were a.lwa.ys ready a.nd willing to imperil their lives
for the sa.ke of helping a.long the ga.lla.nli ca.use of Independence.
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matter,
bound 1n a. beautiful colored cover.
LATEST

ISSUES:

()() The Liberty Boys In New York; or, Helping to Hold the Gre11t
City.
100 'l'hc I.lberty Boys' Blg Rlsk ; or, Ready to Take Chances.
101 '!'he Liberty Boys· Drag-Net; or, hauling the Hedcoats ln.
102 The Liberty Boys' Lightning Work; or, Too l•'ast for the British.
1oa '!'he Liberty Boys' Lucky Blunder; or, The Mistake that Helped
Them.
104 The Liberty Boys' Shrewd Trlck: or, Springing a Blg Surprise.
lU5 '!'he Liberty Boys· Cunning; or, Outwlttlng the Bnemy.
106 The Liberty Boys' "Big Hit" ; or, Knocking the Redcoats Out.
lOi The Liberty Boys ''Wild Irishman"; or, A Lively Lad from
Dublin.
108 Th~ Liberty Boys' Surprise; or, Not Just What They Were Looking !:'or.
109 The Liberty Boys· Treasure ; or, A Lucky Find.
110 The Liberty Boys In Trouble; or, A Bad Run of Luck.
111 The Liberty Boys' Jubil ee: or, A Great Da;y for 1he Great Cf\uee
112 The Liberty Boys Cornered; or, .. Whi ch '' ay Shall We Turn?"
ll;J The Liberty Boys at Valley Forge; or, Enduring Terrible Hardshlps.
114 The Liberty Boys · Missing; or. Lost In the Swamps.
115 The Liberty Boys' Wa(:er, And How They Won It.
116 'l'he Liberty Boys Deceived: or, '!'ricked · but Not Beaten.
1'17 The Liberty Boys and the Dwarf; or, A Dangerous Enemy.
118 'l'he Liberty Boys' Dead-Shots; or, The Deadly Twelve.
119 'l'he Liberty Boys' League; or, The Country Boys Who Helped.
120 The Liberty Boys' Neatest •.rrlck; or, How the Redcoats were
Fooled.
121 The Liberty Boys Stranded: or, Afoot In the Enemy's Country.
122 The Liberty Boys ln the Saddle; or, Lively Work for Liberty's
Cause.
123 The Liberty Boys' Bonanza: or, Taklng Toll from the Tories.
12-1 The f,lberty Boys at Saratoga; or. The Surrender of Bu1·goyne.
12 5 'l'he Libert.y Boys and "Old Put."; or The Escape at Hor.~neck.
l :.!Ii '1.'be Liberty Boys Bu~le Call; or, The Plot to Polson Washington.
l2i The Liberty Boys ana "Queen Esther"; or, The Wyoming Valley
Massacre.
128 The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard: or, On the High Ilills of SnntP.e.
129 '!'he Liberty Boys and Aaron Burr; or, Battling for lndepend.
.
1 ::io The Liberty Boys and the "Swamp Fox": or. Helping ~larlon.
l :n 'l'he Liberty Boys and Ethan Allen : 01'. Old and Young Veterans.
132 The Liberty Boys and the Klng's Spy; or, Diamond Cut Diamond.
133 The Liberty Boys' Bayonet Charge: or. The Siege of Yorktown.
134 The Liberty Boys and Paul Jones ; or, 'l'he Martyrs of the Prlson
Shlps.
135 The Liberty Boys at Bowling Green; or, Smashing the Klng's
Statue.
136 The Liberty Boys and l\athan Ilnle; or, The Brave Patriot Spy.
~~

137 'l'he Liberty Boys' "Minute Men" ; or, The Battle of the Cow
. Pens.
138 The Liberty Boys and the Trnltor; or, How 'l'hey Handled Him.
lall The Liberty Boys at Yellow Creek; or, Routing the ltedcoats.
140 'l'he Liberty Boys and Geueral Greene; or, Chasing Cornwallis.
141 The Liberty Boys in Rlchmoud; or, Figiltlng Tra)tor Arnold _
142 'l'he Liberty Boys and the Terrible Tory; or, Beating a Bad
Man.
143 The Liberty Boys' Sword-Fight; or, Winning with the Enemy's
Weapons.
144 'l'he Liberty Boys In Georgia; or, Lively Times Down South.
145 'l'he Liberty Boys' Greatest Triumph; or, The March to Victory.
146 The Liberty Boys and the Quaker Spy : or, Two of a li:lnd.
147 The Liberty Boys In Florida; or, ir1ghtlng l'revost·s Army.
HS The Liberty Boys· Last Chance: or, l\laklng thfl Best of lt.
140 The Liberty Boys· Sharpshooters; or. The Battle of the Kegs.
1;;0 The Llbe1·ty Boys on Guard; or, Watching the Ei..emy.
1;;1 The Liberty Boys· Strange Gnlde ; or, the Mysterious Malden.
152 The Liberty Boys in the Mountains: or. Among Rough l'eople.
l :;3 The Liberty Boys' Retreat; or, In the Shades of Death.
154 The Liberty Boys and the Flre Flend: or, A l\ew Kind of Battle.
155 The Liberty Boys in Quakertown; or, Making Things Lively in
l'hlladelphia.
J 56 The Liberty Boys and the Gypsies; or, A Wonderfal Surprise.
157 The Liberty Boys' Flying Artillery: or "Liberty or Death ."
158 The Liberty Boys Against the Red Demons; br, Fighting the Indian Raiders.
159 The Liberty Boys' Gunners; or, The Bombardment of l\lonmouth.
160 The Liberty Boys and Lafayette; or, Helping the Young L•'rench
General.
161 The Liberty Boys· Grit: or, The Bravest of the Brave.
162 The Liberty Boys at West Point; or, Helping to Watch the Redcoats.
163 The Liberty Boys' Terrible Tussle: or, J;'lghtlng to a Flnlsh.
16-1 'l'he Liberty Boys and "Llght Horse Harry" ; or, Chasing the
British Dragoons.
16 5 The Liberty Boye in Camp; or, \Yorkin!f. for ·washington.
16 6 The Libert.y Boys and Mute Mart; or, 'lhe Denf and Dumb Spy.
16 7 The Liberty Boys At Trenton; or, the Grentest Christmas ever Known.
16 8 The Liberty Boys and General Gates: or. 'l'he Disas1er at Camden.
I 6 9 'l'he Libert.y Boys at Brandywine; or, Fighting ]fiercely for l<'rPedom.
17 O The Liberty Boys' Hot Campnign; or, The \l\o'nrmest Work on Record.
I 7 l The Liber1.y Boys' A wkwarcl Sqund; or, Breaking in New H.ecruits.
17 2 The Liberty Boys' Fierce Finish; or, Holding Out to the End.
1 7 3 The Liberty Boys at ~'ort.y Fort; or, The Battle of Pocono Mountain.
17 4 The f.ibert.y Boys ns Swamp Rats; or, Keeping the Redcoats Worried.
175 The Liberty Boys' Denth March: or, 'l'he Girl of the Regiment.
1; 6 The Liberty Boys' Only Snrrenrler, And Why It was Done.
17 7 1'he Liberty Boys ancl Flora ;\lcDonf\ld; or, After the Hessians.
17 .8 'l;hA Liberty Boys' Drum Corps; or, Fighting- for the Starry Flag.
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